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PREFACE.

Hitherto all handbooks or grammars of the Malay language

have either neglected or very superficially treated the phon-

etic system of that most remarkable tongue. Even the best

among them make no exception on the rule. Their common

fault is confounding letters (written signs) and sounds, and

a general lack of system in the exposition of the phonetic

rules. Let us take Werndley, Marsden, Crawfurd, Pijnappel,

de Hollander, Klinkert, Gerth van Wijk, Favre, Tugault,

Maxwell: on all of them we might apply the words of

Dr. Snouck Hurgronje, the eminent orientalist, in his „Stu-

dien over Atjehsche Klank- en Schriftleer" (Tijdschrift v. Ind.

taal- land- en volkenkunde, Deel XXXV, pag. 4): „The

treating of spelling and phonetic system together, instead

of being profitable to both, usually leads to an insufficient

and incorrect exposition of the latter". That fact, lamentable

as it is, is not so strange as it might seem. The same con-

fusion of letters and sounds prevails in nearly all elementary

school-books on language, and the teaching of our own tongue,

the Dutch, in inferior and middle-schools as well as in the

„gymnasia", is a constant contradiction of our motto: a lan-

guage is made of sounds^ not of letters.

In the scientific world phonetics occupy a rather modest

place. As a rule grammarians and philologists^ in general do



not think it worth while giving much time to the study of

the phonetic system of a language: etymology and syntax

are considered by far more important; for their knowledge

is necessary to the understanding and interpreting of texts.

The written language is their aim, not the spoken. What

would they care then for an exact pronunciation or phonetic

rules? We may assume it is for that reason why dead

languages are the favourites of philology, while their living

sisters are so very often treated as step-children : the former

exist in texts only.

Nevertheless phonetics form the base of linguistic science:

what the Hindus had professed some thousand years ago,

the modern philologists begin to believe it now. Already some

most brilUant geniuses have made phonetics the object of a

careful perusal. But much remains to be done still. As to the

Malay-Polynesian languages the names of Neubronner van der

Tuuk and Kern undoubtedly stand foremost. Regarding Malay

in particular : among the important living tongues it is perhaps

the most neglected one by true scholars. This means the

language as a whole. Hitherto there have been but few

scientific men, who made it the chief object of earnest and

long study, and if they did (Crawfurd f. i.) they fell short

in their task by lack of method. As to the dictionaries, there

is no reliable one among them. Mr. L. W. C. van den Berg,

Professor at the Institute for the Languages, Geography and

Ethnography of the Dutch Indies at Delft, could not find

one Malay dictionary, where the several terms and expres-

sions used in Malay jurisprudence were clearly explained or

even mentioned. Let us compare this lamentable state of

things with the conditions of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Syriac

and Sanskrit in that respect: the contrast is striking.

Three centuries of colonial occupation and power have not



yet induced the Dutch to a thorough search of that language,

which is the principal, the sweetest, one of the richest and

most developed, spoken in their dominions.

Her sister-tongues, Javanese and other Malay-Polynesian

languages, have been fortunate enough to find scholars as

Tako Roorda, Neubronner van der Tuuk, H. Kern, A. C.

Vreede, B. F. Matthes, G. J. Grashuis, G. K. Niemann

deeply interested in the study of their laws. It is beyond

any doubt that the works of those eminent men have

largely contributed to the better understanding of Malay

itself; but how different would have been the result, how

brilliantly would their light have shone on the so long

neglected language , had they exerted a greater part of their

powers on Malay!

Not only second rate men would have studied it and it

would rank among the deities worth to be loved and worshipped

a lifetime by a true priest of science.

Our inestimable Prof. Kern induced me to choose Malay

phonetics as a subject for an earnest and minutious treat-

ment, or rather he decided me to follow my inclination in

that respect. In one of his lectures on compai'ative linguistics

of the Malay-Polynesian tongues — never to be forgotten by

whomsoever heard them once — he mentioned the fact that

it would be worth while establishing once for all the prin-

ciples of Malay pronunciation , i. e. the phonetic system of

that language.

With the help of Heaven I hope to continue my work

and be able to give a complete grammar of Malay afterwards.

The little work I now offer to the scientific world, modest

as it is, is the result of a long, careful and conscientious

search begun in West-Borneo about seven years ago and

ended under the auspices of my teachers Dr. H. Kern and



Dr. A. C. Vreede. It tries to establish the phonetic rules of

a language, the sounds of which have been familiar to me
from the very first day of my life, dear to me as envolving

and keeping fi'esh memories of my earliest childhood and the

sunny land of my birth, dear too by the constant labour I

vowed it during nearly fourteen years of my manhood.

May it prove to be of some value. I cannot finish this

preface without offering my best thanks for the inappreciable

teaching and directions of my most honoured tutors the

Profs. Kern, Vreede, de Goeje, de Groot and Schlegel, and

the „lector" Grashuis.

A word of sincere gratefulness will be here at its fit place

for the amiability of Dr. du Rieu , librarian of the University

library at Leiden, and his indefatigable assistents Mr. Spille,

Sauvage and Cornets.



PHONETIC SYSTEM.

I. GENUINE MALAY ELEMENT.

I shall first try to set forth the phonetic laws of genuine

Malay words, separately and combined with other words in

a sentence, and afterwards treat the peculiar changes foreign

words undergo by the process of adaptation to the Malay

pronunciation. As a matter of course I only take the spoken

Malay as it is pronounced by Malays in the strictest sense

of the word as a basis of observation ')•

First of all it is necessary to establish a consequent mode

of transliteration, i.e. of conveying as nearly as possible

the true pronunciation of Malay sounds, in Latin characters.

In that transliteration I shall not follow the original spelling,

the common fault of Malay dictionaries and some grammars ^).

I myself made that mistake in the first edition of my „Leer-

cursus". I shall try to render the true sounds, chiefly guided

by my personal experience, for Malay „orthography" is very

far from being „orthe". F. i. Malays have not the slightest

idea of long and short vowels: mostly they write a long

syllable where they mean an accented one. But as long as

many civilised Europeans do not distinguish the sound of

1) Compare p. 12 of Dr. C. Snouck Httrgronje's „Studieii over Atjehsche klank-

en schriftleer".

2) Marsden, in his otherwise valuable dictionary, writes mati, pasung
,
paiu etc.

with long vowels. So do Favre and v. d. Wall likewise, though not in closed syllables etc.



Latin os and os,jus and yss etc. or regularly confound ac-

cented and long syllables in poetry, we need not think the

Malays are much behind in that respect.

The following table may give an easy survey of all the

sounds occurring in Malay words.

Guttural class.

signs power

1. - the Arabic alif hamzata, but at the beginning of a

sentence or part of it;

2. h the Engl, h in Sahara, i.e. softer than an initial h,

being only the uniting link between the two a-sounds

;

3. g the Engl, g in game;

4. k the common Dutch k, without the least aspiration as it

actually often has in Engl, or German pronunciation

;

5. n a letter for ng at the end of Engl, words , e. g. long etc.

6. /3 a new sign for what might be called a „guttural r".

Palatal class.

7. y the Engl, y in mayor, i.e. between two vowels , softer

than an initial y;

8. j the Engl,y ihjoin, though more with the top of the tongue.

9. c the Engl, ch in church , likewise pronounced with the

top of the tongue.

10. n the Spanish n in pena, being the French and Italian

gn in Cologne, Spagna.

11. I the Engl. I in indulge.

12. Q the Engl, sh in shape.

13. z the Engl, s in pleasure or the French g in germe.

Superdental class.

14. s the Engl, s in pastime; the Dutch in kast;

15. d the Engl, d in landing, the Dutch in the same word;

16. t the Engl, t in tea, or the Dutch in teer;



signs power

17. n the Engl, n in sentry; the Dutch in lente;

18. 1 the Engl. I in hill-top, not that in M^, for this is

cerebral („lingual") ; the Dutch I as an initial {lustig etc.).

19. z the Engl, z in lazy or the Dutch in zeven;

Labial class.

20. w the Engl, w in lower or coward, being so/ifer than

the initial to in Dutch;

21. b the Engl, b in bean, shrub etc.;

22. p the Engl, p in puppy
;

23. m the Engl, m in mouth or grwrn.

The above consonants can take the following vowels:

Guttural class.

1) a — a (clear), short and long,

long: Engl, a in bar,

short: „ u in cup.

2) a (surd), always short,

nearly Engl, o in some, Dutch a in man,

Spanish a in tan;
A

3) a — a, long and short,

long: Engl, e in the (hesitatingly, like

some one not knowing what to say);

short: Engl, e in tte, pronounced in the

ordinary way;

Palatal class,

i) i — i (clear) short and long,

long: Engl, ea in dear, or ee in deer,

short: Engl, ee in been, or better: German

i in sinn;

5) i (surd), only short,

Engl, i in kitten, ring or mft;
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signs

6) e — e (clear), long and short,

long: Engl, ea in bear,

short : Span, or Port. It. e as a final e. g. sastre

(Sp.) or triste (Sp.) or arte (Sp. Port, and It;).

7) e (surd) only short,

not quite Engl, a in sham, better Genn.-e

in brett, or Dutch e in met.

Labial class.

8) M — M (clear), long and short,

long: Engl, oo in fool,

short: Engl, u in put;

9) u (surd), only short,

a sound between the surd o and the short

clear u, is related to the letter as surd

a to short clear a;

10) — 6 (clear), long and short,

long: Engl, o in more,

short: Engl, o in billow.

11) (surd), only short,

Dutch in donker , dom , Germ, o in sondern

,

not quite Engl, o in lot.

Of the above mentioned twenty three consonants four {z, q,

z and I) only occur by the coalescing of words , the others are

heai'd in the body of them. The eleven vowels all occur in

separate words, the long as well as the short ones.

Having given a particular sign for each consonant or vowel

,

I can henceforth speak of the one and the other indiscrimin-

ately, saying sign or letter and meaning consonant or vowel.

Every time it might be desirable to make a distinction it will

be expressly stated.

Unless expressly saying the contrary, I mean a word taken

separately, independent from the contact of other words.



CONSONANTS.

Guttural class.

1. — ''. — The eloquent plea Dr. Snouck Hurgronje gives

in his above cited „Studien" on behalf of the consonant re-

presented by this sign will excuse me of explaining, why I

introduced it.

At the beginning of a word after a pause it has nothing

particular , but at the end of word before a pause most Europe-

ans realise an extreme difficulty in pronouncing it. So in

stead of pronouncing bwda" (child, boy, girl) they very often

say bwda or bwdaA. But *uwdu; (retreat etc.) or *«kan

(fish, meat) do not offer the least obstacle to the European

organs of speech; the words would be written in the usual

spelling-system (so Marsden and Crawfurd)

undur and ikan,

i. e. without any sign for hamzah.

The correct pronunciation of a final hamzah is only ob-

tained by abruptly stopping the breath after producing a

sound. The above mentioned bwda" is therefore often mis-

pronounced, because the breaking off of the breath is made

too slow : then an aspiration is allowed to come after , i. e.

a very slight A, the same we hear at the end of a sentence

or part of it in English, when an a is written last. Thus

at the end of the word India.

Really every separate sound („aksara") ends either in such a

slight A , 2/ or ?o or in a very slight "^ which is never written.

We ought not write it neither, for it is scarcely observable

at all. The difierence between the two cases {h, y or: w and *)

is made by cutting off the breath in the latter and letting

it freely pass in the former; only, the cutting off is not so

absolute as when we pronounce a full " before a pause.
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In Malay the hamzah only occurs either at the beginning or

end of a sentence or part of it , or as a final or initial of a single

word, never as a medial , i. e. always after or before a pause.

When immediately preceded by an a or a-sound it is always

replaced by h, when by an u or «-sound by w, when by an

e-sound by y.

The same changes take place when these sounds are closed

by h followed by a pause.

When immediately followed by a word or suffix, which

would require a hamzah after a pause, the consonants thus

coalescing originate one k, this taking the vowel of the last

coming hamzah.

Thus *a'da (be, exist) becomes A a' da in:

sw'da Ad' da (he is already present etc),

combined of swdaA (already) and "dda.

The same *dda coalescing with the rare prefix ti (^a col-

lateral from of ta and ta) becomes:

t«2/dda (it does not exist etc.)

So tabw (sugarcane) and "-ampat- (four), coalescing are pro-

nounced as in the following expression:

tabw-w^ampat hu'ku (litt. sugar-cane four joints),

where the initial "^ of ^ampat (heard as such when the

word stands apart or at the beginning of a sentence) is re-

placed by w.

In rapid speech however " is dropped with its vowel ^)

:

tabw 'mpat bfikw.

Likewise su^ahdAa in rapid speech would be heard as:

sztd'dda.

1) When *> has another vowel than a, the Towel remains even in rapid speech,

but than the preceding u originates a w, taking the place of both u and ^. The
same, analogously, has to be observed with '^ preceded by an t-sound;

vaifiUiuwi (mifiusu -f- ^i) 4" "'^na'* become maiiKSifj/i^na^.
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For the coalescing of * and " we may take this example

:

ka'ta'' (frog) + "tj&w (green),

which is heard kata k^'ja^fl, when the words are pronounced

connectedly.

The same change has to be noticed in the adding of suf-

fixes ("an or '^i). So from "ana" (child) is formed:

"dnak-andkan (a doll, a puppet),

from kaAandA" (will wish) is derived:

di kahand^kz (wished etc.).

When an initial " is immediately preceded by a consonant

other than " it is always dropped, that consonant replacing

it and taking its vowel.

So "etw (that, those) immediately preceded by one of the

words iuwal (sell), *ankat (lift, take away), twtup (shut,

close) or s4m pay, (arrive, be enough etc.) would be sounded

as in the following instances:

juwalitu — sell that!

"^nkatztM — take it away!

s&m^&yitu — that will do or: that is enough.

Consequently in the suffixes "an and "«, being always

suffixes in Malay, i. e. always immediately preceded by a

stem, in ordinary speech the initial " is only audible when

they are cited as separate monosyllables as they are here.

So p^ka?/ (wear, use) + "an originate the word:

paka't/an („wearing", i. e. clothes etc.),

]d'law (hinder) with prefixed pa. and the suffix "an

gives birth to the derivation

paiala'wan („hindrance", name of the capital of

Kampar, Sumatra).

As yet I did not consider the case of hamzah followed by

a consonant other than ":
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Immediately followed by a hard consonant other than * and

k or by s, '^ becomes k.

Thus d?^du'' (sit, dwell etc.) coalescing with s'dpan dip*

(alone) gives:

duiakso' pskhifpi, and when immediately followed

by a soft consonant, a nasal, «/, 1 or />
" remains.

So taiu* (a bight, small bay), + batun (species of very

big bamboo) make together

taiu*-batu"ri (name of the capital of the „Lampung-

districts", Sumatra)

"ana*" (child) + da or nda (suffixes) give -ana^da
or "and'^nda ^).

Immediately followed by a word or suffix commencing with

A, " is dropped.

So gd'pw (scrape, scratch) and k&ki (leg, foot),

when coalescing, are sounded:

ga'puka"k? (scratching of the foot),

se'pa'^ (kick) and kambin (goat) pronounced con-

secutively become:

se'paka"mbin (a goat's kicking)

"anda" (will)4-kan (a suffix) make together

^andakan (show one's will towards something i.e.,

desire).

As to the vowels which can be closed by ", the short ones

are compatible with it, except & and a; while surd i can

always take k as a final in stead of "
: both pronunciations

are equally current.

So dadak (bran) and sasak (narrow) have always k as

a final, though Malays often write a (jj (see Spelling);

1) »aa&ai&, kakandii and '^aAind& are to be derived from the more original

forms ^daa, kdki and e-Mi (present forms »«na», ki2ka° and *(?dif). '
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a, not being heard in a closed final syllable no examples

are quotable.

The word:

pa'tik (slave, a word for I, when addressing princes)

can as well be sounded: pdti*.

Likewise: na'Aik (rise, ascend etc.) = n^hi'"

ba'Aik (good, well) = h&hi"

The * or k in ta'bik (a compliment) is not original, the

word being derived from Sanskrit ksautavya, by dropping

the first syllable (see Sanskrit element) and so on.

Spelling. — As an initial Malays very seldom write hamzaJi.

An dlif without any additional signs is written for „alif

hamzata", „alif productionis" and „alif conjunctionis". The

last mentioned sign would only be written in Arabic

words.

In the middle of a word it is sometimes used , where it is

quite superfluous.

According to Dr. Snouck Hurgronje in his above mentioned

Studien (p. 32) the guttural is really heard as a medial in

Achinese (so in Id^in = Mai. la^in), but in Malay it ought

to be replaced by a conventional sign for h, when used as

a medial.

The only case where Malays sometimes use it correctly is

at the end of a word, when this stands before a pause.

But they write it as a final of a word requiring it when

followed by a pause, even in the middle of a sentence, ar-

bitrarily interchanging it with the more habitual (j.

It is obvious that the Arabic ^ (q in the usual trans-

literation of the Dutch) is a very ill-chosen sign for the

guttural I call hamzah, for it represents in Arabic the well-

known „deep k", i. e. a consonant analogous with our k, but

pronounced deeper in the throat, being a „faucal". Malays
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never write {jj as an initial , except in words of Arabic origin

(quwat etc.). But then they pronounce it as a common „gut-

tural" k and even spell \S in stead of (j".

The (J Malays write in words taken from the Sanskr. (e. g.

in saktf, divine power, or papiksa, examine) is absurd (see

Skr. element).

Moreover hamzah is seen as a final where the word usually

ends in a vowel in pronunciation. Then it appears intended

to represent the slight "-sound, audible when the breath is

stopped a little too abruptly , though not so abruptly as would

require a common ".

A few exemples will show more clearly these peculiarities

of Malay spelling:

Our iramslUeraiion. Malay spelling.

bapwlanwlan (ba-pula-nulan) . . fiJjU or ^J^iSo or t'c'iijjj

over and over again etc.

"apaii ba'tu (coals) ^L sy or oL cjy etc.

k a' A i n (garments , cloth) .... ^jI^ or ^]i or (seldom)

pd'Ait (bitter etc.) o^,^*ls or v:i*.^lj. or (sel-

dom) O^lJ (lijols)

"a' hip (water etc.) y.' or (seldom) y
Id'hnn (protracted, a sound etc.) jyj"i5 or ^^5*^5

sd'hnh (Malay anchor) »jLw or ajLw or (seldom)

bMda''-biida»-bala"ka . . . . ^M^r ^^>^or S)Lr.^^o^

(merely boys or girls)
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Our translileraiion. Malay spelling.

la'lM mi'num-a'Aip satagii* . . *jXi** J >JLyi ^'i the

(then he or she drank a draught last word also: /^^jc«

of water). or even: ^jf^^:ii^

maka di ba/j^-y-opan la^ . . . jJiisjl ,_5jj ^ these-

( . . . and they gave it . .
.

)

cond word also : ^J^o

when the i of this last instance is pronounced a little less

clearly and the breath is stopped short, a slight »» becomes

audible. In good Malay pronunciation that „ hiatus", necessary

for such a *, cannot occur but before a real stop in the

sentence , consequently in all other cases it is wrong in speak-

ing and writing.

The word pwla* (again, anew) is mostly written without

'', though the real pronunciation before a pause should require

it. Likewise pa' pa" (loft etc.) and ku'pa,'- (spleen) require*

before a pause. Consequently both words should be spelt in

the dictionaries with ^ or an equivalent sign.

In the word ta'bi'' or ta'bik (a compliment) the " is

generally heard, but in writing tS is equally usual (see&ws-

krit element).

In the word -^dhip the same consonant connecting a and

i is heard as in paAit and in all other words usually written

with an h (jc). Therefore the usual transliteration ajar or

ajgr (Dutch j = y) must be wrong , as it does not repre-

sent the true pronunciation in that respect. The mistake is

caused by a misunderstanding of the original spelling: the

yd is really intended there to represent an ?-sound in pro-

nunciation. The question why Malays usually spell pdAit
with a M (#), and aAip with a yd has to be answered:
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because they cannot spell, and nothing else. Consequent

spelling is very naturally beyond their power ^).

2. — A. — This consonant ought not to be confounded with

our usual English , German or Dutch h. The true pronunciation

of it we get by saying , the one immediately after the other

,

tlie words „ah, uncle!" Written with the signs I adopted

for Malay in this treatise those words would be spelt in

this way: •^dhaak&l.

Likewise we hear the same consonant in ahl when length-

ened into several „mora's" in singing, and in all those cases

where an a-sound (as in ah) immediately precedes a word

which, according to the usual spelUng begins with a vowel.

So in Dutch: sla over or German da ist. But these words

must not be separated in pronunciation, so as to allow a

hiatus being heard between them. Otherwise over and ist

would sound with the usual initial hamzah, the second let-

ter of the above table.

To whomsoever is acquainted with the Arabic writing-

system these observations will not be quite new, though that

system is not always consequent , which I shall have the occa-

sion to point out in the next following paragraph.

Along with y and w in Malay we could call the h semi-

vowel. Indeed it is hardly possible to pronounce those sounds

without producing a slight vowel-sound before them — "a

before h, "i before y and 'u before w — but we think it

more rational not to make the usual distinction between

vowel and consonant. A „ vowel" as well as a „consonant"

taken in the strict sense of the words are imaginary things;

1) ^ahdhif&Ti is Gometimes found spelt ... ,Lju in European editions of Malay
c

books; in the Qajarali Mftlayn (Abdnllah) it is written Qri*'
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for neither a „vowel" can be pronounced without a „conson-

ant", nor a „consonant" without a „vowel"; they are as

intimately connected as colour and matter or form and mass.

Curious is the definition of „vowels" and „letters" i. e. „con-

sonants" given by Spinoza, more than hundred years ago,

in his „Compendium grammatices linguae hebraeae." After

having told us, that the Hebrew call „vowels" literarum

animae" and „letters" without „vowels" corpora sine anima ,

he proceeds: ,,verum, ut differentia literarum et vocalium

clarius intelligatur, explicari ea commodius potest exemplo

fistulae digitis ad canendum pulsatae. Sonus namque fistulae

vocales illius musicae sunt
,
foramina vero digitis pulsata ejus

litterae." He had better say: positio digitorum foramina pul-

santium; nevertheless many a schoolmaster in our blest

nineteenth*^century might be glad, if he had old Spinoza's

accuracy in defining vowels and consonants ')•

Henceforth then what I call a consonant is the peculiar

position of the organs of speech in producing a sound, a

vowel the peculiar way of directing the breath in pronouncing

that sound. Both categories of fictions are denoted by signs,

each of them having always the same application. According

to the place where the position above alluded to is taken or

whither that direction of the human breath is turned, con-

sonants and vowels may be classed as shown in the above

table.

Hence I call sound what the Hindu-grammarians designed

by the word aJcsara , the shortest possible syllable, consisting

of two elements consonant and vowel, forming together one

„imperishable", indestructible whole.

1) The name Arabs give to what we call vowels, motion, seems well chosen,

if we apply that „motion" to the breath only.
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What I call guttural only refers to the upper part of the

throat. What might be called faucal is unknown in genuine

Malay words (see Arabic element). Hence guttural means

here the same as „velar'\

Resuming my exposition of the first guttural in the row,

I give the following rules:

Malay h never occurs at the beginning of a single word

,

sentence or part of a sentence.

At the beginning of a stem it is only heard when there is

an a-sound , or an a-sound closed by h , immediately preceding,

but in the former case only in slow speaking.

So the word meaning „vanish, get lost" is: '"^'laii.

In slow speaking, i. e. when there is no elision by coale-

scence of words or syllables , the word would become A «'l a n

,

when immediately preceded by the conjunction maka e. g.

makos-^i'lan lah, (then it vanished).

The same in ordinary rapid speech would change its pro-

nunciation into: mak' j'lan lah with tai^A (already) it

would become talaA/lafi, which pronunciation it retains

even when sounded as rapidly as in the preceding instance.

Taking the same stem connected with the prefix ka or kS,

we should hear it again as AHan in slow speech : ka^ilanan,

which becomes k'^l^nan when pronounced rapidly.

As a substituting initial of the suffixes "^an and "«, it only

appears when the last syllable of the stem is an a-sound or

ends in an h preceded by an asound when in pausa.

As a medial h is mostly preceded by an a or a-sound,

exceptionally it comes after e, o or o; but in the latter case

it always bears the same vowel as the preceding sound ').

Thus we hear h in: pa^a (thigh)

and in: b6hon (lie)

1) So peha" muat bo a foreign word.
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kohon (having a foul stench, as something rotten)

16 he/) (neck)

to'hop (shallow)

po'hon (tree)

joho/) (name of a native state in Malaka)

but not in: tw'-wan (even in the sense of „the Lord" although

written Vfith ic by Malays),

h'-yat (see, though Malays write it with je)

so: ka'ya (rich)

becomes: ka-ka-yd'-Aan (riches)

but: kd'-yw (wood, tree)

becomes: kd'-yM-kd-yw-wan (all sorts of trees),

'an taking w in stead of its initial °- (see this letter)

so: pd'-va.&la. (familiar)

becomes: ba-pdmd'-Aan (being mutually familiar etc.).

but: su-puh (bid, command; send a messenger) becomes:

SM-rw-wan (messenger, though Malays write it with *).

As to the words lengthened by the rather rare suffix '^i

we may take the following examples: bwka (open, opened)

becoming: 'bu-'kd-hi (open or opened for somebody)

md'paA (cross, angry; anger etc.)

becoming: md-pd-hi (be angry with etc.).

But: S!i-SM (woman's brest, udder)

takes the form: sm-sm-w« (suckle, suckled etc.)

and: bt<bu^ (put, affix, apply; applied etc.)

becomes: hu-hu-^i (applied to etc.) though Malays vn-ite ».

The great difficulty Eurasians („half cast" people) find in

pronouncing our Dutch or English h, constantly confounding

it with Dutch g , proves the non-identity of Malay h with

its stronger sister in the mentioned languages ; for the former

is quite easy to them.
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As a final (Sanskrit visarga) it is only heard before a

pause, otherwise it disappears, except when preceded by an

a-sound and immediately followed by", in which case it re-

places the initial '^-

So: pum.Sih-\-''6' p&n becomes p M-m ah o'-p a fl (a man's house)

but: gagaA -j- papkdsa becomes ga-ga-pap-ka-sa (glori-

ous, prop, powerful and renowned)

and : panasuJ^+ '^itM becomes p a-n a-s n-w i-t u (that nurse)

thus: s am bah (a respectful salutation) + y a n (god) have

become one word samba'yan.

Consequently in combination with a word or a suffix a

final syllable closed by h is assimilated with one ending in

a vowel ').

Spelling. Malay spelling is a very arbitrary one. We might

compare it in that respect with ours in the seventeenth

century, when one word was found in three different spell-

ings on the same page. According to the original system

almost every word is written separately. Consequently sandhi-

rules do not exist or rather are never applied. That such a

system can never represent the true pronunciation of the

words arranged in a sentence is self-evident.

The words being written mostly as though each of them

were sounded indepently from the word preceding or follow-

ing, we might expect never to find a written sign for h at

the beginning of a sentence or part of a sentence , and always

to meet such a sign when heard in a single word. But the

Arabic-Persian alphabet Malays make use of is not quite fit

for the language and Malays cannot spell. So we find f and

sb as initials, almost indiscriminately, (t) 1, (.) ^, (^) ^, (j)

"J, (a) "x, and .g. or so as medials, and s or x as a final.

1) Compare J. CrawfuiJ. A grammar and diet, of the Mai. L. Orthography p. 3.
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So: ''ap? (fire) is written ,yl

"dfam (hen) „ „ f^\.s> and j^j

''zkan (fish, meat) is written ^yol and ^yC^5>

ba'M (odour) is spelt jL and ^Lj and _^Lj

na'Mk (rise) „ „ libU and t>5CjlJ

but pafe't (bitter) is nearly always found spelt like this : c>^lj

,

without the least good reason.

sSmb^^ is spelt hj^^.

In all these cases the only fit letter for expressing h would

be I without '^
; for it agrees with French h written between

a and another vowel (in bahut f. i.) , as well as . corres-

ponds with our w written between u, o or oo and another

vowel, (5 with our y written between a or e and an-

other vowel (as in Tower or layer). The definition given by

Arabian grammarians of each of these consonants authorizes

this comparison.

The Arabian sn at the beginning of a wofd representing

exactly the sound of our h in house, it ought never to be

used for ^, but Malays very often do.

As to ^ and ^ they are but substituting letters for f,

when it has a labial or palatal vowel. Malays very often omit

the hamzah, but even then it would be wrong to trans-

literate Id hut (sea) 1 aw m t etc. (as f. i. Klinkert did in his

„Zamenspraken" : baiooe, oe meaning u, i.e. oo in „mood");

for . and ^ are but substitutes for t (Caspari, Arabische Gram-

matik etc.). But Idut with a diaeresis would be as wrong as

that, if the diaeresis be intended to denote a hiatus, for there

is no hiatus at all in the word. Then Idut (without any sepa-

rating sign between the vowels) is by far the best way of

transhterating the word , unless we make use of a new letter

for the uniting aspiration, as we do in this dissertation {h).
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Indeed I (alif non-hamzata) is the true sign for the soft

aspiration heard after an aor a-sound, when, according to

our usual spelling-system, a vowel would be immediately

written after it.

I (alif hamzata) is related tot ( as - and ^ to our Dutch

w and Engl., Dutch or German y as an initial. Arabs merely

consider I as another condition of the same consonant with-

out a hamzah , but the contraction of the throat , the „break-

ing off" of the breath, wanted for producing it, is a suf-

ficient reason for calling it another consonant and adopting

another sign for it. Though Arabian orthography is not so

„perplexing", as f. i. Marsden thinks it to be (p. 15 of his

Malay grammar^, if we always hold in view that it has no

special vowelsigns at all, it verily has considerable defects,

of which the mentioned non-distinction is one. Nevertheless

it is more rational and consequent than any of our European

systems, except Spanish spelling perhaps.

The Sanskrit-system (devanagari) does not admit the

existence of the soft aspiration h in the language, though it

had peculiar signs for what in the Arabic system would be

called alif hamzata followed by a short vowel (the „ substan-

tive" vowel-signs : ''a — "a; '^i — "i etc.).

The writing-systems still used nowadays in the Indian-

Archipelago, all new forms of an Indian alphabet (H. Kern

and others), mostly make no difference between the conson-

ants I write h and » (i. e. alif and alif hamzata). The

Bataks would spell the word Mho differently from ba^o etc.

(see V. d. Tuuk's Batak-dictionary
, p. 361 and 362), making

a distinction between h and '', but not between h and ".

The Javanese seem to have forgotten the correct use of

the „sastra-swarS.", corresponding with the „substantive" vowel-

signs of devanagari: •'sk.u (I) is written with an initial h
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(z= devanagar! h) while the medial Ji in sa^ur is written

with the same sign ; moreover they use that character

,

where neither h nor h is ever heard (so t^t^hhan, i. st.

0. t«t«yan etc.)-

The „Korinchi" alphabet ,
given by Crawfurd, (Gr. and Diet,

p. 1 xn of the Dissertation), does not show quite clearly,

whether it had one sign for "a, "i, etc. differing only by the

several vowel-marks, or represented it like the Javanese by what

originally was the sign for the strong aspiration h. The Bejang

alphabet (ib.) shows the some deficiency, while the Buginese

and Makasar alphabets have one sign for "a and M etc.,

and rather recently introduced a sign for ha. Probably the

three' first mentioned systems as well as that of the Bisaya

and Tagala, used the sign originally corresponding with

Sanskrit h for h, representing *a by a peculiar sign to

which either were applied vowel-marks or to which were

added some other signs for * followed by another vowel.

3. — g. — Like all other „mediae" or soft consonants this

guttural never occurs as a final, being always initial of a

word or syllable.

In Malay it sometings interchanges with b.

So we find:

gd'pis (fine, scratch) along with hd' pis (row, line).

gu' pun (wilderness, old wood) along with hu' pun (the same).

Spelling. — Malays very often write k and g with the same

sign (S), omitting the single or triple dot. Though the now

current Malay characters very probably are of Persian origin

,

the influence of Arabic writing and spelling in modern times

cannot be denied, and the omission alluded to must be on

account of that too. It is a well-known fact that Malays

have a great veneration for all that is genuine Arabic or pre-
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tends to be so, and even faults made by Arabs writing or

speaking- Malay are sometimes most zealously imitated.

4. — k. — Malay k is identical with what in Dutch is written

as such, not always with the sound represented by the

same sign in Engl, or Germ. In the latter an initial kh in

speaking very often corresponds to k or c in writing. In

Spanish and Italian the c before a , o or u expresses quite the

same consonant as that written k in this treatise.

It mostly occurs as an initial of a stem or syllable; as a

final only after i and a in the last syllable of a stem.

Examples: 'kuku (nail)

daddk (bran)

ta'pik (pull).

In a Malay dissyllabic stem k as initial of one of the syl-

lables is never met along with g as an initial of the other.

After the syllable mS,, when used as a verbal prefix the

initial k is dropped. I venture this hypothesis for such

forms.

In an older period of the language, ma stood apart as a

separate word (v. d. Tuuk), then annexed to the following

word it took n between them; afterwards k was dropped.

This evolution can still be observed in the Javanese (mS,ka-

tan used along with mankatan and 'a a tan in colloquial

style). Some names of trees (e.g. mankitdw) and a few

other isolated cases (manka'wan) would show then the

transitional state of these forms. Perhaps they have been better

conserved being less used in speaking than verbal forms.

Spelling. — The consonant k in genuine Malay words is

usually rendered by d- Sporadically ^ is seen instead by

mere mistake.

The deviating rendering of it in words from Sanskrit ori-
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gin, where another consonant comes next, will be treated

afterwards (Sanskr. element).

5. — n. — This consonant is usually rendered by two signs in

English , Dutch or German spelling , i. e. ng. In most English

and Dutch books treating of Malay this rendering has also

been adopted for the Malay a. Indeed its pronunciation is

wholly identical with what is written ng in English and

Dutch, when these letters close a word. But if we wish to

render only that consonant and nothing else, ng is not fit for it,

for in the middle of an Enghsh word it represents the con-

sonant + g (f. i. singer) or n+ j (f- i. in ginger). Moreover

,

the single consonant ought to be represented by a single

sign. So we chose for it the usual one in transliterating Sanskrit.

In Malay n is rather frequent. It occurs as an initial , medial

and final.

As a medial it never closes a syllable, always belonging to

the syllable which contains the next following k of g.

So ti'ngal (remain, stay, live) has to be devided:

te'-ngal

pankalan (pier, landing place):

p a - n k a' - 1 a n

panwlw (chief, headman):

pa-fiM-lw

t^ngipi (a fish):

tai-ng{ -pi.

n very seldom opens and closes a syllable at a time, when

this contains also g or k,

b«-nun (puzzled etc.)

and ta/)-ca-n^n-ca-na"n (astonished)

are the most current examples.
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A Malay stem has never n as an initial, except in a few

words: n^na (gape)

naa^p (gasp),

uuuap (gasp),

nd,nut (dote),

ii^nu (roar),

iiap^n or na/)6n (indignant),

h&p&h (whine),

n&pi (terrified)

,

nanin-nanin (be glossy, an abscess),

iialii (feel headache),

namam (perplex).

Everywhere else n as an initial of the penult or antepenult

either stands before g or k or has superseded an original

" or k.

So bafika'yaii (overeat, oversatiated etc.), stem kayan
(compare Tagalog).

mafiganti, (substituting etc.)

stem g&nti,

panamb2'lan (taking or catching of something)

stem '^ambil,

p ana'/) an (editor, composer)

stem kd'paii

(see k.)
^

As a final n sometimes interchanges with '^

So tag a"' (erect etc.)

seems to be a collateral form of tag^n (tight etc.)

bal^'' (veined, said of wood etc.) of

balaii (spotted etc.).

Finally we meet n as an initial in some monosyllables,

all imitations of sounds. Thus nap! denoting snapping, etc.
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Spelling. — The Malay alphabet introduced a new sign

for n, as neither the Arabic nor the Persian alphabet could

express it. In this respect the Malay system differs from

the Hindustani f. i. , where a is rendered by n + g , as in

EngUsh and other European languages.

We may say n is one of the few letters Malays always

express by the same character, namely g.

&. — p. — This guttural is exactly pronounced as the conso-

nant written r in EngHsh and Dutch is rendered by people

having the peculiarity of speaking called „burr" in Enghsh

and „grasseyer" in French (the Dutch „brouwen"). Those

people convert the Enghsh cerebral („lingual") and the Dutch

palatal into a guttural.

I heard this consonant in West-Borneo, at Singapore and

Batavia. Of course at Batavia the pronunciation of Sundanese

or Javanese people cannot be taken into account. Europeans

born in that place very seldom give the guttural its peculiar

value, generally substituting for it a strong palatal (written

tt in Javanese). Batavian Malays either replace it by a soft

palatal (i. e. what the French write r) or pronounce it as in

West-Borneo.

Marsden and Crawfurd do not seem to have noticed any

difference between the consonant written » by Malays and

what is designed by r with us.

Neither Mr. Hudson (in „The Malay Orthography") nor

I'Abb^ Favre appear to have observed it ; while Mr. Swettenham

(Vocabulary) tells us that „Malay r" should be pronounced

with „much stress", obviously meaning to say: what Malays

write with . is the palatal Dutchmen and Spaniards represent

by r, not the English cerebral („lingual") denoted by the

same Latin character.
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Mr. Gerth van Wijk Id his elaborate „Spraakleer der Ma-

leische taal" gives a few lines on Malay „burr", from which

we may infer it is not general in the Padang Highlands.

Mr. H. C. Klinkert, author of a great many books both on

Malay (Maleische Spraakleer) and translations from and into

that language (f. i. his new Bible-version), a man who made

a special study of Malay in Malaka and Riyaw, explicitly

describes the consonant in question as „pronounced by Malays

with a guttural sound, scarcely audible, back in the throat"

(Spraakleer p. 11), i. e. the consonant expressed by ^ is a

guttural.

This agrees with the statement given in the Mr. Swetten-

ham's above mentioned Vocabulary (VII of the „Instructions

for the pronunciation") about the „pronunciation of r" in

'EMaJi.

In the Basamah and Saraway-dialects of the so-called

„Middle-Malay" (see Dr. Brandes' Linguistic Map of Sumatra)

Mr. Helfrich tells us it occurs, though not throughout (see

„Spreekwijzen en Raadsels" in the Bijdragen van Taal-, Land-

en Volkenk. van Nederlandsch-Indie 1895), some words being

pronounced with the guttural, others with the palatal instead.

The informations I could get from East-Sumatra, Indragiri

and Jambi lead me to admit the general existence of the

guttural in those countries too, as are designed by Dr.

Brandes to belong to the region of the „R^yaw-Malay" (see

Map). As West-Borneo and the Riyau-Lingga-islands may be

included in that designation, we may consequently infer

that the guttural is the usual pronunciation represented by

. in Malay speUing (with the restriction treated in Spelling).

In geniune Malay words p never occurs as an initial of the

root (last syllable of a stem), when this ends in p or 1.

A root with final p cannot be preceded by a syllable com-
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mencing with p belonging to the stem. If there is such an

initial ^ it is a substitute for ", only heard after a prefix.

So ba-patup (put in order etc.) is

derived from "atup,

not from patup,

tap Ml up (veered), from '"lilup,

not from pulnp.

In a genuine Malay stem ending in p and commencing

with - this is always replaced by p after the prefixes bS, and ti, ,

by p or n after pS,; except in a few cases, where 1 is put

instead.

A genuine Malay stem ending in p and having another

initial than «>, never takes a prefix closed by p.

The only cases above alluded to are these:

bald'jap (learn), pald'jap (a pupil), but pasd'jap

(teacher)

,

derived from "d'jap (learn, teach etc.)

tal^ntap (lying on the ground, as if thrown away

or scattered)

most probably is derived fi'om l^ntap, a word nowadays

not occurring in Malay, but existing in Dayak (see Harde-

land i. v.), and meaning „creech, creep on the ground".

As to tal^njup (let out a secret etc.) we agree with

Crawfurd that the 1 belongs to the stem, the word being

derived from l&njnp, a collateral form of l^njut (long)*).

Examples of genuine Malay stems ending in p and having

another initial than p follow hej-e:

b^kap (burn), connected with

ta forms: tab^kap (often written _/ljy)

1) So talafijttf litterally means „too long", i. o. too far in speaking; compare

lafijuf stretching 'of the legs.
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from: Id'hup is derived pSla'bup (provisions, rations)

from: ktikur (coo as a dove) in made

takwku/) (name of a species of doves)

from: la'yap (sail) are formed:

h&ld'jap (the verb) and

paiaya'/jan (a voyage, sailing)

from: ceceio (shed, spill) is made:

bac^cep cecS'^an (spilt or scattered, said of a great

many things)

from: tank^p (squabble, wrangle) is

derived: bataskap (be squabbling etc.).

All these examples are very often found with . in Malay

spelling.

A dissyllabic Malay stem with medial /> can only take p

as a substituting initial after a prefix.

So bapkfpim (sending etc.)

is disagreeable to Malay ears, though we often find it spelt

with .. It ought to be

bakf pim.

Likewise b a p a p a n (be warfaring, carrying on war) is derived

from papas (war) without the help of p after the prefix b a.

But from "a' pa'- (a procession) are

formed h&pd'pa'' (be or go in procession)

and papdpd'kan (a going in procession, a procession itself).

From kt'pa (consider, fancy, compute etc.) is derived

takfpa-ki"pa (fancied, to be fancied).

This word too is very often written by Malays with » after

the prefix. Before a stem with initial s the prefix without

p is preferable. Thus

bas^sik (having scales, as a fish)

is better than baps^sik,

although it is very often found written with ».
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In hearing Malays read one would sometimes get a wrong

impression of Malay pronunciation, because all those .'s are

most carefully sounded, even when not existing in the col-

loquial. Malays, as many other people, consider the written

language as fundamental, and it will cost a great deal of

trouble and astuteness to get a sincere answer out of them

in matters of pronunciation, when they are ashed at pur-

pose. But in hearing them talk the above rule will be

found true.

In genuine Malay words p never closes the penult of a stem.

So papgz' and s&'^&pti must be foreign words. Indeed

they are (see Sanskrit element).

Consequently '^a^alun or /jaliiii (a land-measure) and

^a/jadi* or padi'' (rebuking, rebuke etc.),

being genuine Malay words, cannot be pronounced hapdi'"

and ha/oliin, as some transliterations would imply (see H.

C. Klinkert's Malay-Dutch dictionary i. v., compare J. Craw-

furd, Gr. and Diet, of the Mai. lang. Vol. II who gives the

words in accordance with our phonetic rendering).

A stem without p either as medial or final preceded by

one of the prefixes ba, pa, ma and ta can take p after the

prefix, which replaces " in words beginning with this con-

sonant.

Ba, pa and ta very often take that />, ma (verbal form)

only in a few instances ; other prefixes never take this broad-

ened form, except sa and ka, who take it in a few names.

Joined to a stem with initial * ma only takes p in the

words ma()MM;ap, and mapzib? (having the form of a

„yam"), cited by H. C. Klinkert in his Malay-Dutch Dict-

ionary, the former meaning ba/JwaMJap (exhale foam, vapour),

which is equally current.
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Annexed to other stems we find map in the following

names of trees and plants:

majjbwlan,

m&p'koha.n,

m&p'kuli,

vo.&p'kunit,

m a p U'l i n

,

ma/jU'maw,

mappa'yan,

mapp^ntay,

m a p p j's a n

,

mapp«tis,

mappwnay,
mappMsiii,

mappo yan,

m a p t a' 1 a

,

mapt^pal,

m a p c a' 1 «.

We might add the name of a fish

:

mapsMJz

when the p coming after ma is followed by a vowel it may

be questionable, whether that p belongs to the stem or not.

Probably it does belong to it. So map^nt? may be derived

from pant I. Instances of this type are rather rare in the

language (only some names of trees).

ka takes p in kapm^nan (name of a tree),

sS, in sS,pkaya (a fruit, „anona asiatica") ^)

and perhaps in some more isolated words.

A word with a prefix containing p immediately after that pre-

fix , never takes another p when a second prefix is added to it.

1) This word is wrongly pronounced srj Viija by Europeans (compare Skrt.

r and ri).
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So: tapa/josc (have one's leg immerged in mud etc.)

and: bapa^mata (juwelled etc.) ought to be spelt without

a sign for p after the first prefix, because there is but one

P heard in the words.

But:

bappalant/nan (roll hither and thither, said of

many things rolling)

and: tappai^ntin (rolled)

both containing a heard (i. e. really existing) p are correctly

written with the sign for it (.); for this, though originally

meaning a palatal in Arabic is the only sign Malays use for

representing p.

As an initial Malay p sometimes interchanges with «*, a

phenomenon much more frequent in Malay words when com-

pared with the corresponding vocables in cognate languages ').

Thus *e'ban = ^e'ban (throw out of the way), sometimes

also with s and 1:

pd'jn = sa'yu (melancholy)

pakdt = lakat (cleave, stick).

As a medial p sporadically interchanges with d:

kaput =z kadiit (wrinkle, fold)

As a final we see it sometimes replaced by s:

kd'hnp = ka'bus (dim, dusky).

The alleged interchanging of final p with h seems to be

an account of bad hearing, because it is scarcely audible to

an unwonted ear.

Thus s«;'mpu/j is better than s2'mpuA (a plant with

large leaves)

huraup better than hiimuh (a native doctor).

Spelling. — p is always represented by », but this charac-

1) See: Dr. Brandes Proefschrift.
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ter does not always correspond to the consonant. Indeed we
very often find » where no p is heard in the spoken word.

We may beheve in those cases it is only written for the

sake of uniformity, if we are allowed to call it so, for we

exclusively meet with it after the prefixes ta, ba and pa.

Where these prefixes must take p after them has been pointed

out in the preceding paragraph.

Palatal class.

1. — y. — Its rendering does not offer the least difficulty to

the European organs of speech. Only we must take care not

to give it the strong pronunciation of English y as an initial

(= Dutch j).

This is heard ' by Malays as a j and mistaken for it. So

the Dutch word jas is pronounced by Malays jas and not

yas as it ought to be (see Butch element). The true power

of Malay y is that of the consonant heard between the Eng-

hsh words:

she asks, i. e. the same as that expressed in layer or mayor.

Malay y is never heard as an Initial of a word, except in

the words:

yah (that, which etc.) and ^/^myam (a kind of

female court officials in Johor); '^iya-hiiu (id est) though

usually spelt with an initial y in Malay writing, really be-

gins with «*. So yu (a huge fish, in some stories) is probably

a wrong spelling for ''{ju (shark).

As a medial or final y is rather frequent.

So we find it in:

\iiy&p (let, allow)

hd'y&p (pay)

huyua (jar, waterpot)

dM«/un (sea-cow)
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tu^ay (squirrel)

p4ka?/ (wear, use)

cap Ay (part, sever)

sit' pay (hair of a prince i manes)

hd'lay (hall).

As a final it always follows an a-sound except in three words

:

hoy-huy (drudging)

hoy! (excl. for calling)

*ambo^! (oh! alas!)

papiiy (brittle)

sapuy-sapiiy (blowing softly).

When connected with the suffix "an, final y becomes

the initial of the last syllable. The same shifting takes place

when it coalesces with a word commencing with ".

In both cases the * is dropped.

So: p^kajz+'^an becomes

paka«/an (clothing, garment),

T^&niay (shore) -(-" ^n « (this) becomes

pdnta?/^'n^ (this shore).

When a word ending in i or ih is lengthened by the

addition of one of the suffixes *an and H, or coalesces with

a word beginning with «", the hamzah is replaced by y.

So: saka'U" (once; very) + '>an

makes the word:

sakal«2/an (all, all at once)

etc. (see 1. — ". — ).

Spelling. — Malays regularly write a ya ( j *) , where they

mean to express y.

E. g.

j^JJo (pakdyan)

j^ (pantay)

^ (2/an).
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8. — j.— Its pronunciation is rather difficult to born Europeans.

It is usually identified with that of English j and indeed

I chose the same sign as in the English alphabet to express

it, because it really has much likeness with the English

palatal. Doing so I did not but follow the general habit of

Enghsh and some Dutch orientahsts (Marsden, Crawfurd,

Maxwell, H. Kern etc.). But the exact pronunciation of Malay

j differs from that which this rendering would imply. The

English consonant is very nearly related to it, but in reality

not identical, being sounded with the top of the tongue

somewhat turned backward and a little flattened against the

palate, while Malay j is formed with the top only. Therefore

English j has a hissing element in it, something like French

j in „jeune", which the Malay consonant has not to such an

extent. The late Abb6 Favre , author of a well-known Malay

grammar, compared the palatal with what the French write

gu before e, e, e and i. Thus the first syllable of the word

jilat (lick) would be described by him as identical in pro-

nunciation with the first syllable in the French word guipure

or guide. I cannot agree at all with that description and

never heard the Malay palatal in French, neither in any

other European language I could observe.

Born Dutchmen sometimes confound j with y: many of

them never acquire a good pronunciation of the Malay palatal.

Thus j^nan (do not) is often heard as though it were

yafian etc. Others, especially those who are well-bred and

acquainted with one or more foreign languages, seem to find

little difficulty in it. Englishmen very seldom hear the differ-

ence alluded to (thus Marsden, pag. 7 of hia Grammar);

and the eulogy I once heard from the mouth of a Malay,

when he spoke of the pronunciation of his language by an

Englishman, cannot be considered a contradictory statement:
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„0" he said „that gentleman speaks Malay so beautifully,

exactly like an Arab". It was intended to be a great com-

pliment, of course. Surely my friend Mohammad Ketang —
the above mentioned Malay — had no great authority in

phonetic questions, but perhaps he had really heard the

same defect in pronouncing Malay j , which Englishmen and

Arabs have alike.

It is necessary to state here, that what is written j in

the transliteration of Javanese («^) ought not to be confounded

with the Malay palatal. In Javanese this consonant does not

exist: is means a superdental, not a palatal, the consonant

being formed nearer to the teeth than Malay j: the rather

frequent interchanging of ^ with 55 and in» in Javane must

be on account of this. Moreover the harsh pronunciation

Javanese people give to Malay words as bwjan, jwgS, and

other words of every day occurrence , is well-known to every-

body who heard both languages as they are spoken by either

nation respectively. Of course the authority of those who

only heard Malay from the mouths of foreigners is greatly

questionable.

Malay j appears to be a later development of an original d.

Malay j never occurs as a final. As an initial or medial

it- is rather flrequent.

Thus we hear it in:

iu' P^xs (a while)

j aid' tan (name of a stinging plant)

t^nJM (to box; fist)

bd'jM (coat)

jAnji (promise etc.).

Spelling. — For representing j Malays use the sign which

denotes the Arabian palatal coming nearest to it, i.e. .
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This character however expresses the same consonant as

English j (see Caspari: Arabische Grammatik, and others)

or Italian g before i or e.

The Dutch transhterate Malay j by dj, which J. Crawfurd

in his G-rammar and Diet, of the Mal.-l. greatly approves

(orthography p. 3). But I cannot agree with him, for repre-

senting one single consonant by two signs never can claim

for a „much nearer approach to accuracy" than denoting it

by one as the English do. Both transliterations are defective

indeed, but the latter is simpler and therefore preferable to

the former.

9. — c. — This consonant is formed at the same spot in the

mouth as j, standing in the same relation to the consonant

represented in EngUsh and Spanish by ch, in Italian by c,

when before e and i, as j to the English and Italian corre-

sponding palatal (see j). It is also forpied by superficially

pressing the top of the tongue against the lower part of the

palate, without turning jt backward or flattening it in any

way. This palatal and the preceding one might be called

„6xplosive", while the English and Italian cognate palatals

might be designated more appropriately by the appellation

of „fricative".

No more rational is it to identify Malay j with what the

French write gu in „guy" of „gu6", than to assimilate c

with the consonant represented in French by qu in „qui".

Here again the late Abb6 Favre, the French Malajdst,

made a mistake, I had the opportunity to hear some lectures

on Malav given by that amiable and eminent man in Paris

at the „Ecole des langues orientales vivantes", in the year

1883. So I could observe this peculiarity of pronunciation:

indeed, his rendering of the Malay sounds in general did
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not differ much from that of most of his fellow-countrymen.

All of them pronounce Malay sonorously , very few correctly.

I heard a great many of them in Dutch India. No wonder

the mentioned scholar could not hear the difference between

French qui and Mai. ci.

The remark I made in treating Malay j in relation to the

Javanese palatal nearest to it, might be repeated here for

Malay c. Formulated in a mathematical way we could say:

Mai. j: Jav. «5==Mal. c: Jav. ss.

Indeed what the Javanese represent by is is produced at

the same place of the palate as their ss , i. e. very near to

the teeth. (Interchanging of ss with dental t (ss) and ssi

as »^ with la and sni, see j).

Malay c seems to be a later development of t.

It is never heard as a final; as an initial or medial it is

rather frequent.

Examples

:

cd' pi (seele , look for) i)

GUGU (grandchild)

ca'cin (intestinal worm etc.)

caiap^"^ (straddling etc.)

Commencing a trisyllabic wdrd without suffixes c is never

followed by another c as an initial of the penult.

Thus cac/ban (name of a glittering centipede)

is an impossible word in Malay (compare v. d. Wall's Dic-

tionary i. v.).

Malays would convert it to:

sSc^'ban or 'k&eiha.h.

1) There is no good reason whatever to write this word with an A. {c&Adii)

Etymologically that A is absurd
,
phonetically it does not represent any aspiration

(compare Dayak and Madurese). I myself made the mistake as many others,

when I had not yet lost my veneration for the written language.
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or insert a nasal as in caricwrut, if ever adopting the word.

We may say, that the Mai. prefix cS, (a collateral form

of sa) is the only possible syllable containing c in a word

outside a stem.

Thus c?na,nkas is probably a foreign word, though

the dictionaries give it as Malay-Polynesian. The Malays pro-

nounce it cSnankas.

c and j never occur together in one Malay stem.

If in a Malay stem both syllables commence with c either

both bear the same vowel or, if not, the first has a or a.

So: ciica (a spell; insult etc.) must be a foreign word.

It is Hindustani (chucha).

cicsL" and cj'ncan are Batavian pronunciations of the

words caca* (lizard) and cancan (cut into pieces mince).

Some Malay examples may still follow here:

ca'cat (defect)

ci'cit (great grandchild)

cd'cah (puncture, tattoo)

cacap (taste a small quantity etc.)

ca'cil (very smaU).

Spelling. — This palatal is mostly rendered by _ , the same

sign as used in the Persian alphabet, being an altered _.

Sometimes we find the signs taken the one for the other,

sometimes only the latter meaning j and c. This is especially

the case in those places where the influence of Arabic is

greatest, because Arabs do not distinguish j and c, having

only the former , and Malays are very prone to imitate them

,

even in their mistakes.

10. — n. — This palatal nasal is one of the rarest conson-

ants in the language.

Its pronunciation is rather difficult to the European mouth,

especially as an initial. In Spanish and French where we
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know this consonant to be much more heard than f. i. in

English, Dutch or German, it never opens a word. In Italian

a few words have n (written gn) as an initial (f. i. gnucca,

neck). This nasal is represented in the above languages : by n

in Spanish, by gn in French and Italian, by n, ny or ni in

Engl., by nj or n in Dutch and German. The common fault

of pronunciation in the English mouth is the parting of the

consonant into two elements (n and y). We may admit this

bad pronunciation is a direct consequence of the inexact render-

ing of the consonant in European transliteration. Really

n has very likely grown out of an original n (compare nijup
= nijup etc., and Javanese), but in the present state of

the language it is an individual consonant. It is a curious fact

that Dutchmen who pronounce this palatal very distinctly and

correctly in their own language, sometimes without being

aware of it, cannot produce it in Malay, always confounding

it with n, ny, (when a medial) or y (when an initial). Thus

the Dutch word Spanje (Spain) contains n represented by

w;, and in zoontje (little son) it is distinctly heard before

tje (in our transliteration the word would be: zifnca).

In the last instance most Dutchmen, even the most educ-

ated among them , do not realise its existence ; but indeed it

is impossible to pronounce c (which is nearly the exact equi-

valent of what is written tj in Dutch orthography) immedia-

tely after n ^). In EngUsh we regularly hear n before what

is written ch and j. Thus in: staunch (in our transl. stanc),

in injust ("anja'st). To Russians n must be very easy, even

as an initial, although they never use a separate sign for

expressing it in writing. The negation ne f. i. contains it,

1) Compare Boegineesche Spraakkunst door B. F. Matthes pag. 9, where the

learned author makes a similar assertion.
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but Russians write it with n (compare other examples of

words having n as written initial before e).

As an initial of stems it is confined to a few words , some

twenty-four

:

nd'la, (flame)

na'wa (soul)

fia'mu'' (gnat)

n6nen (scoff, insult)

nonofi (protruding, one's lip), etc.

As a medial independent from a following j or c it is a

little more frequent (perhaps fifty examples quotable).

Much more it is heard immediately before j or c (see

Spelling).

Thus we hear it in:

p^-njan — pdnjaii (long)

pa-nca-/!z'-yan — pancap?yan („seeking", i.e. get-

ting one's livelihood)

JM-njun — jMnjuii (lift, rain to one's head)

ba,-nc^' — bancz (hate).

In all similar words it has the same function as n before

d and t , n before g and k , m before 6 and p, i. e. smooth-

ing the joining of a preceding sound with a following one.

Like the other nasals it then always belongs to the same

syllable as the consonant immediately following, by which

it is originated. Thus we may observe it in the above in-

stances.

After the prefix mS. a stem commencing with c or j is

always connected with it by n, except in the word m3,p-

cali (the name of a tree). Sporadically n supersedes the

initial c in such a case.

Thus we meet it in:

mailcMkup (shaving) =: mS,nMkup
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manjankit (being turned up, standing up, one's

hair etc.).

The prefix ba never has n after it , taking always p before

a stem with initial c or j. Of the other prefixes only pa , sa

la and *a can take the connecting nasal; pa very often, sa

only in:

sS,nJMlun (a tree)

sanjo'leA (a shell-fish)

and perhaps a few other words; la only in:

ianj?twan (a tree)

^a in the isolated example:

^anjai^y (a kind of millet).

After the prefixes ma and pa n immediately followed by

a vowel is nearly always a substitute for the initial s of a

stem (see s).

Whether in sanampan (luckely) n stands for an original

s in doubtful.

The pronoun fiS seems to be a contraction of nz + *a

(compare Batak etc.), both being originally pronominal part-

icles.

n is never heard as a final.

n and c or n and j never occur together in an unchanged

Malay stem.

In: mafiz'nju/i,

the original stem is s«njuA (jerk), as in:

maflMnjam it is SMUjam (dive, as a waterbird),

From both stems we can derive substantives:

pan/njuh (one who jerks, has the habit of jerking)

and panunjam (a bird who usually dives might be called

so) etc._

The mentioned stems sajii* (cold, fresh) and smj« (em-

broider, if original Malay) are the only stems quotable from
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which can be derived words containing an independent n,

i.e. not inherent to c or j, along with one of these consonants.

Occasionally n interchanges with n.

Thus: nilu = n-ilu (be on edge, the teeth)

ntpih = Tii'pi or nipi (a tree).

Spelling. — Arabic orthography does not recognise this

palatal nasal, although it exists in the language (f. i. in

Juysail). Therefore Malays introduced a new character for it,

giving the sign for n three dots instead of one. Nevertheless

in all cases where n is directly followed by j or c they do not

make use of the letter, representing n by an ordinary n sign.

Thus: p2'ncari (limping, by accident) is written:

lonjoii (coniform):

Where n immediately bears a vowel it is always repre-

sented by the peculiar sign:

cyLi' or v_jLj — ta'fia (ask)

cjL na'pin (shrill)

(As to niyata written as fiat a, see Sanskr. element).

\\. — I. — see 1.

12. - p.

13. - z.

see s.

Superdental class.

14. — s. — The superdental „sibilant" has nothing particu-

lar for European ears. It is the same „sibilant" as the English

s in sun, sea, hiss etc.

It occurs as an initial, medial and final, but never as an

initial and final at a time.

Thus the word

Sambas (name of a native state in West-Borneo)

cannot be an original Malay name.
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Neither can s be initial and final of the last stem-syllable.

Thus "Msus (bowels), a word used in the Batavia col-

loquial must be a borrowed word. Indeed it is , being Javanese

or Sundanese. Perhaps it is in accordance with the given

phonetic rule, that even at Batavia that word is converted

to ^"410 us (which however would not be a possible word in

Riyau-Malay).

s cannot be final of a stem when the last syllable of this

contains c or j as initial, except in the words

1 M il c a s (missed, an aim etc.) and 1 6 n c o s (ending in a point)

Thus pic'is (small coin, the Dutch „twopence")

cannot be an original Malay word. In fact it must be traced

back to the Portuguese especies ').

A Malay stem commencing with s cannot have c as an

initial of the following i. e. root-syllable.

Thus SMCz (pure etc.) is a Sanskrit word

If the root-syUable begins with s, the preceding one cannot

have c or j as an initial.

Thus jasa (use, worth, value) is a foreign word (Sanskrit);

likewise

j^sat (i\«L>-) has a foreign origin (Arab.)

(see Foreign element).

Interchanging of s with c is rather rare. We see it in

the word

laciit — ISsiit (to switch etc.)

As a final it is sometimes replaced by h, but only sporad-

ically :

ces! = cih! (fy!)

1) The exceptions are not to be found in any Malay-Engl. diet. — Klinkert

seems to have borrowed the words from the great Malay-Dutch diet, by v. d. Wall,

while Pavre only mentions luflcas marked Kl.(inkert).
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Coalescing with a word commencing with s a word ending

in s drops the final:

-atas + sa'puE become together : " a' t a s a" p u n (the

upper part of a sdpun or frock)

Coalescing with an initial soft consonant except j or with an

initial y, \ or p, s changes into z; thus

tabws + ha' pan are sounded together:

as tabwzba'pan (redeeming of goods etc.)

or tulis + g^mbap
as tMh'zg^mbap (drawing of a portrait etc.).

In a stem with initial s this is substituted by n, whenever

it is immediately preceded by ma as a verbal prefix. Only a

few names of trees take the prefix without changing s to

fl (only masi' pa.h, mS,SMWz and mS,sal4n are quotable).

Other s-stems with prefixed ma are foreign words (mastyu,

mSsagul etc.).

After the prefix p a an initial s can only remain when p is

between them: (pSsa'wat seems to be a borrowed word)

z and Q are originated:

the former by the coalescing of final s and initial j, the lat-

ter by that of final s and initial c. Thus they appear in:

lap^s+ j^ga, together: lapa^jwga (but loose)

bS,kas+ c/ncin, „ bakaqcincin (impression

left by a ring).

Their pronunciation does not want any pecuhar explanation

or defining, because one unvoluntarily produces them in a

concurrence of consonants as described.

Spelling. Malays generally represent s by the Arabian sign

for the interdental sibilant (^j«), which sometimes takes the

peculiar (Persian?) form when used as an initial. Thus si'yau

(daylight) and siisu (udder, breast) are written:
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ifMj or A^-^ and

yuyuu or yMy.y" or even y^y^.
It is perhaps from a consciousness of the fact that y^

properly means an interdental sibilant , why Malays will replace

it now and then by ji , the character for the palatal sibilant.

Malay s lies just in the middle between that palatal and the

interdental represented by ^ (see Arabic element).

z, z and q being never heard in a single word are conse-

quently never expressed in writing.

15. —d.— This superdental is the same as that represented by

the same sign in English orthography, when coming after

an n. Its pronunciation has nothing particular to the Europ-

ean ear. It is neither identical with the dental written «;

in Javanese nor with the palatal written ^. The former has

a strange sound very difficult to Dutchmen and Englishmen,

the latter is formed higher in the mouth than Malay d. Java-

nese people regularly confound their palatal represented by ssi

with Malay d, always writing this with ss.

The superdental is met with as an initial and medial,

never as a final.

Thus we hear it in:

dMkun (native doctor)

pa'di (rice)

dz'ndis (wall).

Malay d is found interchanging with 1 in a few instances.

Thus we may observe it in:

iabw= dabM (dust)

iaga/i = dagdp (a word for a rattling sound).

Spelling. — In the alphabets given by Malays in their ele-

mentary books there is a peculiar sign never used in writing

:

it has the form of a (> with three dots on it. I venture the

hypothesis that this sign was originally intended to represent
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Malay d. Indeed this superdental does not exist in Arabic

if we may believe the description given by Arabian phono-

logues of the different letters in their language. In the

Persian-Arabic system no peculiar character for a superdental

d has been adopted, and the „dal" with four dots used in

Hindustani orthography represents a „cerebral" (i. e. „lingual").

Consequently it seems probable that the corresponding cha-

racter with three, dots had to express the superdental not

noticed in any of the said languages. But the superdental being

general, while the dental jepresented by <> is unknown in

Malay, we may conclude that the three-dotted sign was

abandoned in practice on account of its akwardness in writing;

though it was retained in theory for denoting the difference

of Malay d and the Arabic dental ').

16. — t. — The hard superdental is much more frequent in

Malay than the corresponding soft consonant.

It is identical with the initial consonant written t in English

words as top, tongue etc. Born Dutchmen will pronounce it

as a dental, when it opens a Malay word.

It occurs as an initial, medial and final; but never one

Malay stem shows the three cases at a time, except in : trtntut

(require).

Otherwise we find it as a medial or final in:

b^tas (an earthen bank, frontier)

kapdt (cut; piece)

tai^njan (naked)

A word as twtut in Javanese would be impossible in Malay.

Neither is a root-syllable ever opened and closed by t

1) Compare Marsden. A Gramm. of the Mai. 1. p. 8. 7avre identifies Malay
d with the Arabian dental, and so do Orawfurd, Gerth v. Wijck etc.
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when preceded by another syllable, with the exception of

the words pd'tut (proper, fit) and 1m' tut (knee). Thus a

word as Mtut in Balinese would be a phonetic absurdity in

Malay.

Whenever the root-syUable contains two t's , the first must

be preceded by n immediately before it. But the instances

met with are rare, even in this case, probably not exceed-

ing the following twelve:

^wntut (a kind of leprosy)

gantdt (incurvated at one side)

j an tit (fillip)

j^ntat (put out the tongue, as snakes do)

twntut (require)

pan tat (fundament, lower part)

pMntat (maim; stump)

ban tat (imperfectly baked)

b^ntut (unfinished, incomplete)

b/ntit (small pimple)

bwntat (a petrification)

btintut (tail, hinder part).

Initial and final t in one Malay stem are nearly as seldom

together.

The following list of stems will not be far from complete

:

t^kut (fear)

t tin tut (claim)

twmpat (stop up)

tiinkat (stick, club)

tun git (having the lower part jutting out)

t til at (two days after to-morrow)

tdmbat (to tie)

takat (embroider)

taliit (bSp.: kneel)

4
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tapdt (straight, direct)

tabat (dam)

tarn lit (tamut-tamut, loiter)

tamp at (place)

tu'put (follow)

t6ret (row) '

twmit (heel).

An open stem-syllable commencing with t or nt is never

preceded by a syllable with initial d; neither with initial t,

except in three stems:

t&nti (wait)

tantii (certain, settled, fixed)

titi (bridge, plank over a ditch etc.).

Thus dwta (messenger) and t«nta (ink) are foreign words

(see Skr. and Port, elements).

Of stems containing a closed root commencing with t or nt

and a penult with initial d, only three examples are trace-

able, with initial t seventeen:

datan (coine)

d a t d s (onom. for a rustling noise , e. g. by cutting

paper etc.).

dantdm (onom. for a cashing sound, e.g. that of a

huge body falling).

td'tan (bear on the palms of the hands)

td'tin (weigh with the hands etc.)

tantan or tatan (behold; opposite)

tat a" (cut vertically)

tatds (break, the shell of an egg)

tatdl (dense, of a close texture etc.)

tatdp (stable, fixed)

t/ti" (drop; rap)

t^te" (women's breast)
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t^'»^ti5 (sift; test by sounding it, e.g. coin)

tutuh (clip)

tMtu*^ (stamp or hammer gently)

twtup (speak)

twtup (shut)

twntut (demand, claim)

twntun (point of a weapon etc.)

twntun (lead by the hand)

Remarkable is the sporadical interchanging of t with n.

We see it in the words:

ni'pis = t^pis (thin)

and n^mpa" = t^mpa'' (visible).

Probably they are abbreviations of verbal forms with pre-

fixed ma, after which prefix an initial t is regularly dropped

and replaced by n (see n). They ma.y be compared with

n&nti, (inst. of manant? or tanti) an abbreviation used

in colloquial style (nanti d'wlul wait a bit!).

Final t sometimes interchanges with ». Thus:

ca'bi* = ca'bit (rend).

Interchanging with d is rare. We meet it in hunt a p =
bundap (round).

As to t changing to d this only takes place when a final

t coalesces with an initial soft consonant or 1.

Thus we observe it in:

lambat + lambat, heard together as

l^mbad-la"mbat (slowly; finally)

Likewise *dmat + ba/>at become '^a'mad-ba.p^t (very

heavy).

Spelling. — t is written with the Arabian character intended

to represent the Arabian dental coming nearest to it (i^j, x

or 2). This is the rule, but very often a final t is found

written with the peculiar sign used in the Arabian orthogra-
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phy at the end of female substantives and adjectives (s or x),

and then sometimes the one sign is even not recognisable

from the other, either consisting of a downward scratch with

two dots or a short line over it (see Arabic element).

17. — n. — This nasal may be compared with the super-

dental represented in English by the same sign, when writ-

ten before a d, though it is a Uttle more distinctly pronounced,

i. e. more with the top of the tongue.

Malay n occurs as an initial, medial and final.

It never opens and closes a stem at a time and, when

occurring as an initial and final of the two last syllables of a

word without suffixes, it has always superseded an original t.

Thus naian and

nakan are the two last syllables of the words

manaldn (to be swallowing etc.) and

manakdn (to be pressing, forcing down etc.)

and these verbal forms may have been originally:

mantalan and

mantakan,
which supposition becomes acceptable, if we compare sub-

stantives made with the same prefix as these verbal forms,

e.g. mant«mun (= ^awtimun), a cucumber, m^ntigi
(a rhododendron with tough wood) the phonetic changes are

analogous to those spoken of in 5 — n.

Foreign words with initial t, naturally less current than

the corresponding native vocables, when used as stems,

don't lose their initial by the prefix ma. Thus from tadb?r
is derived mawtadbirkan.

The mentioned substantives with this prefix may as well

have retained their initial because of their comparatively

rare occurrence in daily speaking (see n).
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A root-syllable very seldom opens and closes with n at a

time. The only instances met with are the following:

tanun (weave)

kwnun (surely)

kan^n (approve)

ka'nan (right, i.e. not left) and

s«nun! (yonder! a rather rare word, perhaps not

Riyaw-Malay).

A rootsyllable with initial n cannot have p as a final.

Thus St nap seems to be a foreign word, though we

find it in cognate languages (Jav. sunar, Sund. sinar, Tag.

sinag, Bis. sinao etc.).

Initial n and final 1 are very rare in a root-syllable. The

only examples quotable are ^
kan^l (know, be acquainted) and (Wi^uJ

j^an^l (stopple)

A Malay stem never contains n along with p and 1 , if the

n be not immediately followed by t or d.

Thus: 1 an dip (snot, mucus) is a Malay stem, as well as

Iwntap (throw, cast = Iwtap)

A word as nalar in Javanese would be impossible in Malay.

In the given instances n is very likely not original. We
may say:

• Malay n immediately followed by t or d, or n superseding

one of these consonants is never original. In that position

it is often omissible. In the body of a Malay word it belongs

to the same syllable as the following d or t.

Thus in HntaA (leech) the syllables are to be severed:

le-ntaA; in mwntaA (vomit): mw-rata^ etc.

Thus we meet it after the prefixes:

ma, ba, pa, ka, sa,^a, ca:

mananap or mawdaflap (to be hearing etc.),
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which is the only word in Malay where d is dropped after n

;

manwlun from twlun (help)

mantd,nup = h&nt&nup (a tree)

pana'bup (one who sows; small shot, from tab up)

kawdalam = kadalam (a vessel made of a nut-

shell etc.)

sawdapiin (a mollusc)

j^antimun (cucumber, the only quotable with "& -\- n)

candap^y (a medicinal plant, sole instance of this

kind of words).

Whether the verbal forms with the prefixes ma and ba

(and collateral prefixes map and bap) were originally identi-

cal in meaning with those with the prefix ma followed by

a nasal, is as yet an undecided question, though I am in-

clined to answer it in the affirmative. In the present state

of the language there is some difference , it cannot be denied.

Nevertheless there still exist instances of both forms used

alternatively without the least difierence in signification. Thus

:

ra&pugi = h&pugi

mambwwat = bapbuwat
ma(n)d/d« = bapd«d« etc.

Moreover the difierence in meaning (transitive ma, intrans-

itive bS,) is far from being maintained throughout. Originally

a mere phonetic phenomenon , originated by want of smooth-

ness in pronunciation, both ways of connecting prefix with

stem seem to have independently developed to special

grammatical „caracteristics". Compare cognate languages

where this separation never took place (thus Sumbanese).

Coalescing with initial n, c or j n changes to n. So:

pakdn + nijvLp are sounded together

pakan nH'yup (market where cocoa-nuts are sold)

makan +japu''are heard together
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inakanja/5u"-» (eat pickles)

j^nan + campa" are pronounced

jAnaaca"mpa (don't throw)

Before all other initials n remains unchanged. Thus the words

tan a'man hdpu (new plants, plantations) are sounded

independently from one another (no m instead of the final n).

Likewise: yafi-akan gantf is heard without change of

the final n to n.

Spelling. In Arabic the n and n are constantly represented

by the same character. In Malay the latter is never written

with the adopted Malay sign for it, if originated by the

coalescing of words or syllables

The Arabian ^^ is described as superdental.

18. — 1 and I. — The pronunciation of the first of these

consonants offers some difficulty to Enghshmen , as what they

write with the same sign seems to be very often a super-

palatal („lingual" or „cerebral"), i. e. a consonant formed at

the higher part of the palate with the tongue turned back-

ward, the top pressed with its full breadth against the roof

of the palate. The Malay 1 is produced at the lower part of

the palate , like what the Dutch write 1 , when pronounced by

well-bred people. The consonant Germans speU with 1 is very

often a dental (so in wold, feld etc.).

Malay 1 can occur as an initial, medial and final , but never

as an initial and final , neither as a medial and final in one stem

or in the two last syllables of a word without suffixes.

Thus pi'kul (carry with a stick etc.)

and Id' 1m (go past, proceed)

are genuine Malay words,

le'dal (thimble)

and ja'lil (a name, corruption of jalfl, subUme, epithet
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,

servant of the Sublime)

are foreign words (see Portuguese and Arabic element).

If in a Malay stem or the two last syllables of a word

without suffixes d and 1 occur together there cannot be

another d or 1 in it.

Thus the Portuguese:

de'dal (see le'dal) is converted by Malays to b«dal,

the usual form of the word;

dodol must be a word borrowed from the Jav. (litt.

something sold, i. e. a sweetmeat) but dagil (re-

fractory) is genuine Malay.

1, d and p never are found together in one Malay stem

or in the two last syllables of a word without suffixes, if

the d be not immediately preceded by n (see n).

Thus taie'dois (scoundrel) cannot have anything to do with

iiiup (sleep) from which Klinkert derives it (see Portuguese

element).

In the antepenult of a word without suffixes, 1 only occurs

in the rather rare prefix la, mostly joined with the stem

by means of a nasal.

Thus we meet it in:

lambd'yun (a climbing plant with red flowers)

lankwwas (a useful plant).

But IS, is never used before a genuine Malay word already

containing 1 or c.

Thus langd'pa (or s&l&ngdpa, take great care for some-

body etc.)

and lank a' pa (improbable, fabulous)

are borrowed words (see Sanskrit element).

Likewise l&md'pi (cupboard) cannot be genuine Malay (see

Port, element).
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Malay 1 sometimes interchanges with p and with d.

Thus la5k/yan = pank/yaH (small paddy-barn)

l&,gdp = A&gdp (a word for a rattling sound)

l&'k&h = p&kSi.h (a crack, fissure).

Palatal I only occurs by the coalescing of final 1 and an

initial palatal; as f. i. in:

banta^na (his or her cushion)

It may be compared with what is written Ih in Portu-

guese and 11 in Spanish.

Spelling. — The Arabian J is described as a superdental

and is therefore a fit sign for representing the Malay 1.

Of course a palatal I is never expressed by another charac-

ter than that used for 1.

Labial class.

20. — 10. — To Englishmen this consonant does not offer

much difficulty. Dutchmen wiU often confound it with what

they write w in their own language and South-Germans

are incUned to do the same.

The exact pronunciation may be best illustrated by saying

the words do it and marking the consonant heard between them.

The English initial in way, wish etc. is formed by putting

the Ups in the same position as for pronouncing the vowel

in too , i. e. by protruding them, while leaving a round opening

between them. What the Dutch write w in their words wil,

was etc. is nearly the same consonant as that written with

V in English orthography: the only difference is that the

latter is formed with the lips almost shut, the former whUe

keeping them a little more open- In both cases the lips only

move in a vertical sense.

The Malay labial does not require the described effort. The

labial an Englishman pronounces almost inconsciously between
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the words in the above example, do not demand any parti-

cular exertion of the lips. So the word, dwwa (two) f. i.

would be written by an Englishman according to the spelling

principles in his language: dooa.

The labial bearing the final a in the word is quite identi-

cal with that written w in lower and coward. A Dutchman

wishing to express the pronunciation of the given word

would also speU it without any sign for a labial consonant

(see Spelling).

Malay w does not appear as an initial of a word or the

penult of it, except in some exclamations (way! and wahay!
oh! ah!)').

It occurs as a medial only after n or immediately preceded

by a and followed by a or a.

The few words given by some dictionaries (v. d. Wall and

Kliniiert) being at variance with this rule are either foreign

or wrongly heard.

Thus sowek given by v. d. WaU is a misheard:

SMM;e* (rend).

Likewise kowak must be kuwa- (separate, put asunder),

while tiwas (overcome, defeated) is probably a Javanese

word, sd'toi and pe'wan (Kl. and Crawf.) most likely have

a Buginese origin (naut. terms)
; g e'w a n is a wrong rendering

of ge'bafi (mother-of-pearl) r^wung etc. given by Crawfurd

and Marsden in their dictionaries are bad spellings for rdhnh
etc. (compare Ehnkert i. v.); se'wa (hire) and s^w&p (a

dagger of a pecuhar shape) must be borrowed words (see

Sanskr. and Pers. element).

1) Thus the word pawi^kS (a ghost, dwelling in trees), mast be a foreign word

Sanskr. p&wakap); likewise kaoKw^H (excejit etc.).
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As a final w is only heard immediately after a. Some

examples of «? as a medial and final may follow here

:

pa'wan (headman, guide, captain, experienced hunter

etc.)

pwwas (satiated; quenched)

twwa (old)

k ?<w u E (rainbow)

juwih (turned or curled down, hanging one's lips etc.)

pa' way (flshinglines secured on shore)

silaw (dazzled by light etc.)

'^ipaw (meddle)

A root-syllable is never closed and opened by w at a time,

except in the word:

kiiwaw (argus feasant), which is an „ onomatopoeia",

imitating the bird's pecuUar cry.

A root-syllable commencing with w is mostly closed. The

only stems containing an open rootsyllable with initial w are

:

'^uwSi. {= tMwa in certain cases),

iuw& {= jug&, only; too),

suw& (meet) all

\d'w& (prevent, hinder) ending

nd'iD& (soul) in a

td'wii (in tap tawa — laugh)

diiw& (two)

The word kuwi (crucible) mentioned by v. d. W. in his

dictionary (from which Kl. probably borrowed it) is not to

be found in Malay-Engl. dictionaries. It may be a Javanism

and perhaps, originally, a non-Malay-Polynesian word. As to

jd'wi, probably it is the Arabic jdwf (Malay etc.).

A root-syllable with initial w is never preceded by a

penult with an initial nasal in an unchanged stem, except

In the words:
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md'w& or rad'was (the ape usually called „orang-utan")

mwwal (ful sick) ^i-if. 1

mwwat (load; cargo) and

nd'wa (soul)

Altered stems showing this concurrence are more frequent:

ma-nMwa'» (entering small creeks and bays in navigat-

ing)

ma-nMwa* (bellowing, lowing) etc.

A root-syllable with initial w is never closed by a labial,

except in the words:

»Mwap (vapour, steam)

suwap (hand-feed)

SMwam (tepid)

twwam (foment, fomentation)

Interchanging of i<7 as a medial with b sometimes takes place.

Thus we may observe it in:

Cft'wan = ca'ban (brauch, bough)

ja'wat =3 ja'bat (manage, hold)

The only instance of w interchanging with g has already

been treated (jwga see g).

Spelling. — This labial is rather regularly represented by

the Arabian character used for the same consonant in Arabic.

The definition given in Arabic grammars of its exact pro-

nunciation (f. i. in Caspari Ar. Gr.) seems to be quite applic-

able on that of the corresponding Malay labial. Whenever

w is originated by the coalescing of a word with a final h and

a syllable commencing with » Malays mostly don't write it

with . , but retain the sign for h of the word in pause.

Thus supuwan (a messenger, embassador, from sup)ih)

is found spelt

0^})y^ or ^^^
(see h —).
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21. — b, — The description of this labial does not require

much explaining. We may say it is quite identical with

what is represented by the same sign in English or Dutch

spelling; although in the latter not always. In Dutch veiy

often b is written where p is heard (e.g. in ik heb, I have),

so that all those cases are excepted. The French, Italian,

Spanish, Portuguese, Danish, Swedish and Russian b, when

used as an initial, generally represents the same labial as

the letter heading this paragraph. It never assumes the

pecuhar pb-pronunciation of what in Javanese is written ^
when used as an initial.

Malay b only occurs as an initial of a syllable, never as

a final (see Spelling).

Thus we hear it in:

ho'leh (can, may, get)

bi'iikis (a present, mostly from a prince)

tabal (thick)

hd'hi (hog, pig)

The only instances of b as initial of a stem containing p

as initial of the root-syllable are;

ba'pa (father)

and b 6 p e n (pock-pitted) , of which the latter seems to be

a foreign word (not mentioned in any Mal.-Eng. dictionary,

exc. in Crawf. in a wrong form (bopiu) as a Batavian word.

It may be BaUnese.

Malay b very seldom occurs along with p in the same

root-syllable.

The only traceable words showing this concurrence are:

galab^p (^rgalab^", sound of something volumin-

ous falling)

ja^amb^p (fall headlong with the face downward)

samb^p (swoln, one's cheek by tooth-ache etc.)
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sambiip (unnaturally puffy, the face).

Still rarer is the concurrence of b as an initial and p as a final

of the same stem. The following examples may be the totality

of cases met with:

banap (hushed, surdened, a sound)

be'gap (robust, sturdy, bulky)

bokop (having a swoln face).

Not a single instance is quotable of initial p in a Malay

stem followed by b or mb at the beginning of the root-syllable.

Thus pwmba (dove) is a foreign wood, borrowed from

the Portuguese (see Port, element).

The interchanging of b with g has been treated already;

a new example may still be mentioned here:

gwntun = bwntun.

A more frequent interchanging is that of b with m.

Thus ma,pMg^ = baptigi (suffer damage).

The prefix ba, with its lengthened forms ba,^, ban etc.

heard in the actual state of the language, seems to have

grown out of an original mS, (compare cognate tongues), still

existing as a verbal prefix in Malay and other M. P. languages.

Further cases of the above interchanging are:

miimut = mwbut
banka'puii = ma,nka'/iun (a black lizard).

Spelling. It is always written with the character used in

Arabic for representing the soft labial coming nearest to it,

i. e. o J or A, except in those cases where final p has be-

come b by its coalescing with a soft initial (see p. — ).

22. — p. — This labial may be identified with what is writ-

ten with the same letter in English and Dutch, in French and

other Roman languages , in the Scandinavian languages etc. A
Malay never confounds it with b as Germans.
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It occurs as an initial, medial and final; as a medial it

always opens a syllable either alone or with an immediately

preceding m ; but never three p's are found in one Malay stem

pig a/) (woll. fence)

p^pih (mUk, squeeze out)

*^tap (roof)

pS.ia,piA (palm-leaf, stem IS,pa A)

p as initial of a stem is never followed by m as single initial

of the root-syllable.

The word: pa'muio (damasking of a weapon)

seems to be foreign (Dayak?).

When the penult and the root-syllable of a Malay stem

both commence with p, the latter is never open, except in:

pi'pi (cheek) and ptipw (never used separately si,-

pitpu denotes consanguinity).

The only instance quotable of p opening and closing a

stem at a time is:

pa /jap (attack as birds do, f. i. a cock).

After the prefix mS, the initial p of a stem sometimes

takes m, but in the majority of cases the initial is dropped

while the m remains; after the prefix pa mp is less

frequent than a single m after which an original initial p has

been superseded; stems with prefixed pa^j are nearly as

numerous as those showing the last mentioned peculiarity

(see m).

p very seldom interchanges with b:

b M j u '' = p M j u * (coax) is one of the rare cases met with

gagip found now and then instead of gaga" (clam-

our, clamorous)

may be a wrong spelling by mistake (one dot in stead of

two over the Arabian character or two dots fused together).
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A final p coalescing with an initial soft consonant changes

to b.

Thus sa'yap + ga'ga'' is heard as sa'yab gaga* (a

crow's wings).

Spelling. As an initial or medial it is either written with

the Arabian o, the sign for the corresponding aspirate, or

with that character bearing three dots in stead of one. This

however seems to be a European modernism , seldom imitated

by Malays themselves. In most of their manuscripts or litho-

graphed books o is exclusively used for both the Malay

p and the Arabian labial aspirate. As neither p occurs

in Arabic nor its aspirate in Malay, and moreover the words

borrowed from the Arabic are generally very recognisable in

the context, there cannot be much objection against this

practice.

As a final p is often seen represented by the same cha-

racter as an initial b, i. e. i^. This is an imitation of the

Arabic way of spelling and has nothing to do with the

pronunciation.

Thus japd'Aap (fall headlong with outstretched arms)

has a p as a final and ought to be spelt with the sign for

it in the Malay spelling as well as in its transliteration

(compare dictionaries, Elinkert and Favre f. i.)

It scarcely needs to be stated that a b originated by coale-

scence is never heeded in spelling.

23. — m. — The labial nasal in Malay is quite identical with

what is written with the letter representing it here in most

European languages as make use of the Latin alphabet. A
curious exception has to be observed in Portuguese „ortho-

graphy": in that language a final nasal, whatever it might

be could formerly be expressed by an m, as though it were a
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Sanskrit anusvara: in A.chem and Bantam, ''acin and

b a n t a n were meant (the former of these names was still

in use with us a quarter of a century ago, the other, in

its original spelling, is maintained on all our maps and is

not likely to give way so soon).

It occurs as a initial, medial and final; as a medial how-

ever it never closes a syllable.

A Malay stem , even a secondary one , never contains three

m's, except one:

m b am b dm derived from the primary stem b S,m b am
(roast in hot ashes)

m t'm pin is a secondary stem , the primary stem being

pi'mpin (lead by the hand).

A root-syllable very seldom opens and closes with m.

The following may be all cases put together:

k&Tadva. (hold in the mouth)

tambdm (somewhat risen)

lambdm (slow, lazy)

damdm (fever)

and perhaps namdm (frightened), given by Marsden in his

dictionary.

Like the other nasals m is often heard in connection with

a soft consonant immediately after it and belonging to the

same class of sounds; the corresponding hard consonant is

mostly dropped after it, when belonging to the penult of a

stem to which the prefix ma is applied. Although the elision

of that hard consonant is very often a historical development

already accomplished in a former state of the language, it is

still observable in its working.

Thus tiimhuh (grow) is originally the same word as

tiihuh (body i.e. something grown)

but: tampay = tapay (a sweetmeat made" of rice);

5
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the stem pa.p4^ (squeeze out by pressure) drops its initial

after the prefix ma: mamS-^iah, but bd'sah (wash) retains

its b in m^mba'suA.

mp is very seldom heard immediately after the prefix pa,

when this is connected to a stem: the p is nearly always

dropped.

Thus: pamS-lu" (a hug, as much as can be grasped in

the arms) seems to have developed out of an original p^m-
paiii* (primary stempaiu*), which dropped the p as an

obstacle in pronunciation (change of a, to a, see a).

After other prefixes mp remains unchanged.

Thus we hear it in: tamp^'pufl (coco-nutshell),

ta,mpap4s (scattered, spilt)').

One instance is quotable, where an initial b seems to be

elided after an m after ta: tambikay = tam/kay (water-

melon)
,

while *ampal^s (a plant, Jav. rampalis) and

sampolon (untidely dressed in a knot, the hair)

show us examples of mp preceded by the prefixes ''a and sa.

After the last mentioned prefix two cases of the ehsion

of an initial b have to be registered:

samba,/)ip = sama,/)ip (a kind of tray with foot)

sa.mb/lan= s^milau (a fish) ^).

When a word already lengthened by the prefix pa gets a

second prefix added to it , the p of p a is never dropped.

Thus mampapsambakan (offering, saying respectfully)

is derived from papsambd,kan (stem samba/*).

1) Out of this and other instances (t&ngalam, drowned, ta5k<?fap ruined,
dethroned etc. we may conclade that tS is the prefix and not tap.

2) In s&mhu&i the b is most probably not original (samBfli from a stem
8 a lit still, desert; a Malay-Pol. word, compare Dayak); perhaps the two other
examples have to be derived from sSf ip and stlan.
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As to the concurrence of m with other consonants or its

interchanging with them, see b and p.

Spelling. Malay m is nearly always represented by the Arabian

character for the labial nasal (., even when preceding a b, in which

case the Arabian, Persian or Hindustani writing-system would

use a nun in stead of it. Malays rarely imitate this practice.

VOWELS.
Guttural class.

V) a — a (clear). — It is short and long. What I call short

a is the so-called „neuter" vowel in the „devanagari"-system,

i. e. the vowel written in English with u in the words „cup,

pluck" etc. (compare Whitney Sanskrit Grammar p. 10). It

is really different from surd a, but it is a generally spread

mistake to consider this as the short counterpart of a, so

that in Holland f. i. the a heard in the word 'Juzen (i. e. in my
transliteration lazan (read pret. plur.) ) is said to have double

the length of the a in las (read, sing.), both only differing

in length, not in nature. The long surd a may be observed

in the French word barre: if we compare that long vowel

with a long clear a as it is pronounced in the French word

mare or in the English substantive tart, the non-identity

will be palpable; and the long vowels proving different, the

short ones necessarily are different too.

The long clear a has not fully two „raora's", being some-

what shorter than the German a represented by ah in the

word kahn, or the long a in the Dutch verbal forms razend

(raving) or zagen (saw), when not pronounced with emphasis.

In that respect it differs still more from the Sanskrit long a,

expressed in the usual transliteration by a. In figures the

quantity of this and the German long a might be estimated

to be 2, the Malay long a 1\.
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As to its exact pronunciation it may be identified with

what is written a in the English word ah\ or au in laugh.

The short clear a occurs in the penult of an unaltered

stem in but two cases:

in Adhap (hear) and

daiian (with, be with).

Both words are mostly written as though the penult con-

tained a, instead of a, but really they are pronounced as

indicated.

In the antepenult, counted from the root-syllable, a short

clear a is only heard when the root-syllable has the accent

in the word (compare Accent) ; but then the penult must com-

mence with a single consonant; long clear a, surd a or a

being impossible in that case.

Thus we may observe the rule in:

saka,/iat (a lump, a piece) — stem ka,/»dt

kahand^^ (will)

kakM/j^nan (lack, miss) — stem kw'/iari

but: sa.ka pan (now) — stem ka'pau

and p^ndapa'tan (opinion, finding) — stem d^pat.

A syllable preceding the said antepenult, be it a part of

the word or a monosyllable, can never contain a clear a.

Thus in:

sapS.ptd'na*' (one boiling of race, i. e. the time for it)

and sapamSlii"- (one encircling with the arms, a measure; we

have to do here with a prefixed monosyllabic numeral),

while in tapa./)^ya,s^ (embellished, adorned), stem »eyas,

the first syllable is a second prefix added to the prefix pS,(/!).

As it seems impossible to give a general rule, I shall try

to make a complete list of all the stems containing a in a

closed root-syllable. In an open root-syllable it is but possible

immediately before another word, never before a pause (see a,).
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The accent is
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cakat
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sijam. (Siam)
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The existing dictionaries don't make any difference between

this vowel and surd a or confound it with a (Crawfurd). In trans-

literations of Malay words we sometimes see it represented by

6 , meaning what is represented here by a ; but in most dictio-

naries etc. a is identified with a or a, as the transliterations

seem to imply. Thus the word bosan (loathing, satiated) is writ-

ten in Klinkert, and Van de Wall's dictionaries: bosan, leading

to the bad pronunciation bd'san (rhyming on the Javanese word

t o' s a n , iron). Less great is the difference between short clear a

and a than between a and a , and all those who find some dif-

ficulty in pronouncing a may help themselves by putting a in-

stead. But indeed there is a real difference, as one might observe

in hearing a Malay and a Javanese pronounce the words:

sanaii (Mai. contended)

and sana'n (Jav. the same)

Short clear a in a closed root-syllable not ending in *, k,

s, p or n becomes long clear a when the suffix »an or "i

is added, otherwise it changes to short surd a.

Thus from the above s^nan we derive

kasan^nan (content, tranquility),

for a syllable with a surd a can never be immediately preceded

by one with a short clear a.

Consequently Ad nap (hear) makes the participle (or preterit)

kadSna'pan

The a of the first stem-syUable must also change, and

become a, for

short' a is not possible in an unaccented syllable, unless

this be the first or the last syllable of a word;

it cannot become surd a, for a surd a in the antepenult

is always original and belongs to the single stem;

it cannot alter its quantity, long clear a only occurring

in the penult of a word (compare a).
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Long clear a occurring in the penult of a single dosed

stem can only be followed by a root-syllable commencing with

1° a soft consonant;

2° h, p, y, w, I or an independent nasal (except n);

3° k, G, s or p, when closed by h, " or s;

4° t not bearing a clear a (see short, clear a).

Thus we hear a long clear a in:

r ba'gus (beautiful)

pd'ju^ (be voracious, gluttonous)

pd'dafi (plain; open field)

cd'but (pluck, pull out)

2° sd'hut (answer)

Id' pan (prohibit, hinder)

sd'yup (vegetables)

sd'lin (change, translate)

td'wap (bid a price; fresh etc.)

bd'fia^ (much)

pd'may (crowded etc.)

n d' n i n (a kind of wasp ; name of a Malay state)

3° kd'ka» (elder brother or sister)

id' Is. ah (small prominences of the keel at the stem

and stern of a boat, got by Notching)

kd'kas (rigid, stiff)

kd'si^ (love)

td'sa* (styptic)

hd'sah (moist)

''d'cah (dissimulate awaiting a good opportunity)

cd'ca"" (planted in the ground; a stake or pole)

kd'pa* (axe)

4° bd'tu" (cough)

td'tih (totter)

bd'tafi (trunk, stem)
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Long clear a in the penult of a single open stem can

only be followed by a root-syllable commencing with:

1° a soft consonant,

2° h, fi, y, I or w,

3° a nasal, except n,

4° t when not bearing an i.

An example of each particular case may serve as an

illustration

:

1° \d'gi (still, yet, more)

hd'ju (coat)

id'di (become; thrive)

pa'ba, (feel with the hand)

2° id' hi (exerements)

ba'pS, (Uve coal)

ka'yM (wood)

ma' 1m (ashamed etc.)

bd'wS, (bring)

nd'ni (sing)

sa'nS, (there)

pd'mu (assemble materials, esp. from the wood)

id'rau (guest)

4° hd'tu (stone, rock)

ba'ta, (brick)

pd't& (flat, even etc.)

Outside a stem d is never heard (compare a and & for

other cases of a).

As to a changing its quantity etc. see Accent.

Spelling. Short clear a is sometimes written by Malays

with dlif, sometimes not. Thus ddhan is spelt:

j^b or ^yLcb or ^Lio or ^^^.

We can find examples of this speU-luxury by scores in

Malay literature or correspondence.
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Long clear d is often indicated by dlif, although in some

cases we should in vain look for a sign representing it. So

we find d«-mana (where) spelt:

Li/«j and qLo or even LjU>.

2) a (surd). — It is rather difficult to define this vowel by

comparison with an English equivalent; for its exact counter-

poise seems to be entirely lacking in the language. The vowel

heard in the English word „some"isgivenbyMr. Swettenham

as an illustration of it (Engl. Malay Vocabulary), but that vowel

seems to be still a trifle difierent from that of the Dutch word

stam , which is really identical with the Malay vowel. "We may

further compare it with what in Italian , Spanish and Portu-

guese is written a in a closed syllable (thus in „canto" in the

three languages) ; with the Swedish a in gansk or vatten etc.

In Malay it is never long.

It occurs only in the penult or in the last syllable of a

stem and in the suffix »an.

Thus we hear it in:

c^kap-a'yam ') („a hen's scratching", bad writing)

k^'pap (scurf, ringworm)

kupa-ku' p^ (a land turtoise)

pS/icakdpan (talking).

Surd a in the antepenult of a word is only heard when the

stem is lengthened by a suffix as in the last given instance.

The only suffix containing a being »an we may say that

surd a never occurs outside a stem or that suffix.

In the penult of a closed stem surd a is only heard

immediately before k, c, s, p when the final is not h,

1) The hyphen means here that the final p in cakap takes over the vowel of

*<?yam, eliding its initial p.
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s or », before n and all double consonants; before t only

when this bears a short clear a followed by a final con-

sonant.

Thus we meet it in:

""^sflim (tamarind)

k4sa/5 (rough, coarse)

ldp?s (layer, lining)

m^kan (eat)

kdcan (beans)

l^iiaw (a blue-bottle)

b And in (compare)

g^nti (exchange, succed)

tdmbaA (increase)

"Atap (roof)

td,mpap (slap with the flat of the hand).

"When a root-syllable is closed by A or * a surd a in the

penult is not possible before k, c, s or p (see a).

Stems with an open root-syllable can only have a surd a

in the penult before a double consonant, and before a hard

consonant (s included) if the final vowel be i ox u; clear a

is never heard in such a case.

"t.Yu (I)

*Apz (fire)

n^si (cooked rice),

but: 'a'pa (what)

pa'di (rice) and

la' pi (run) (compare long clear a).

In a root-syllable surd a exclusively occurs when it is closed

:

\u' pa." (spleen)

and the example already quoted before.

Malay surd a sometimes interchanges with surd e, though

rarely: pAnda* = p6nde'' (short).
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A surd a in a word cannot change its nature or quantity

by the addition of a suffix or by coalescing with an another

word, except in the root-syllable when the word, as a single

stem, is closed by h, m, n, 1 or p.

Thus: tamp a/) (slap) + * an are sounded together as

tampd'pan (f. i. tampapan iia'mu'' shoulder-blade)

and t?Tigal (stay, remain) -j- ** « make the word

tenga'lz (leave to somebody);

ja'jaA + *an becomes jaja'Aan territory)

ga'gaA + •'^ „ gaga' hi {to force, to persist).

The rule is, that surd a in a root-syllable closed by h, m,

n, p or 1 changes to long clear a, when one of the suffixes

"an or '^i is added.

Spelling. In the Arabian-Malay writing-syst'em surd a is

very often found represented by alif, even in closed syllables.

It is evident that this bad spelling ought not lead us to the

admittance of a really existing , i. e. pronounced long vowel

in those closed syllables.

Thus we find the word pankal (beginning, base) some-

times written: JlXcLs or JUCii

along with J^Xii.

Very often too, we may say in in most cases, surd a is

not expressed by any peculiar sign at all.

The fa&aA is very seldom applied ; if so , it means a , a

or a without distinction.

3) a — a. — The short vowel is very frequent in all Ger-

manic languages ; hence I need not say more of it than that

it is the vowel heard in the English definite article. As to

the lengthened vowel an equivalent in English is not so

near at hand; but it is quite easy to protract the a in

„the" till it gets double the length. In Dutch the correspond-
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ing word (de) is pronounced in that way, when the person

saying it is in suspense or hesitating, not knowing what to say

after it, f. i. when a name does not directly occur. In English

I sometimes observed an isound in the word when similarly
A

lengthened. Of course, the long a meant here is not that.

Short a can occur in every syllable.

In a root-syllable a is always final. This final is only heard

when followed by a pause.

Thus it is heard in: "a' da (be, esist),

ta'na (ask).

In the penult of a single stem it always precedes an ac-

cented root-syllable.

Outside a stem not lengthened by suffixes we meet it:

1° as only possible vowel in the syllable immediately pre-

ceding , when the penult is accented , except in a few

words,

2° idem in that syllable, when connected with the stem

by a nasal adhering to the stem-initial, in every case,

3° idem in another syllable preceding that.

Besides a is heard in the pronoun na before a pause and

in the numeral sa when immediately preceding an accented

syllable.

Some examples of all these cases may follow here:

1° paiandu" (very small species of deer, the Java

kancU)

baldkan (behind)

bale'/iuii (a contraction of bdlay (hall) and puwan
(appartment) , the two last syllables of the contracted

word being considered as a stem, since the meaning

of the composing parts is no longer clear to the

mind)

•animate (tiger);
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the exceptions are:

'kiy&m'ban (a water-plant)

kuwd'pi'- (a small ornament worn on breast and

back, Kl.)

kuwd'ls,^) (mouth of a river or canal)

kuwa'li (iron pan)

kuwd'yah (a tree)

juw&ndan (deity bringing bad luck in gambUng)

j M w a' p a ») (expert in cock-fighting)

s««/a'kap (zrkakap, a fish)

Si 2/ a' Ian (tree with bee-hives in it)

siyd'nan (a fish)

aijd'mah (a species of monkey)

siydman^) (recovered from sickness etc.)

SMwa'lap (a kind of vessel, Kl.)

suwd'tvi (one)

tijd'&& (not, not exist)

tiyd'paT^ (prone, lying on the face)

tiyd'na'^ (only in puntzyana", a bad genius and

name of a place in West-Borneo *ampu-n-t«yana'^)

tiyuman (name of an island near Singapore)

hiyd'wa'' (iguano-lizard)

hiyd'wan (a fish)

b«j/a was (in jambw biyawas: white sort of that fruit)

hiyuku (a land-tortoise and a fish)

huwd'j& (alligator)

pij/^ngau (a noxious insect)

l)iy&ngu (a tree)

1) Kuwds^ must be a hybrid (M. P. prefix with Sanskr. wofa), compare Javanese.

2) Perhaps Hind. . juwdri.

3) Perhaps from a stem styum, hat then I cannot find out its original meaning

probably from * am a n , analogously with the rest.
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p? 2/ a Ian (give an order for buying)

^iyd'Ma (a bird)

^iyd'tu (orphan)

pzyMtaii (credits)

m MM? a' pa (roadstead, mouth of a river)

Consequently i or u exclusively occur before y or w when

in the antepenult of a word without suffixes.

Combinations of words as s i-yd n u (Anonymus, N. N.), or

y d-h-i t M (to wit, i. e. etc. : are not taken into account. They

are not even compounds, for each word retains its original

meaning. Si in s«yakap cannot be separated from the

word (»>akap has no meaning), in siy-dnu the monosyl-

lable, though etymologically the same, has not yet taken

the character of a „formative element".

2° sank a' wan (a tree, and name of a place in Dutch

West-Borneo, usually written singkawang)

ta.mbe'pan (the standing rigging of a vessel)

samba'yan (pray, the two last syllables are consi-

dered as a stem, though the word is a contraction

of sambaA and yan)

can kai in (linked together, twisted)

pafica^iit (brail)

3° tapapbMwat (made, executed)

As to sa-, a numeral showing the character of a prefix,

(for it never stands apart), we may compare:
A

sa-dapa (one fathom) with

sa-kaki (one foot), s'kak? in rapid speech.

When the suffix "an or ''i or the suffixed pronoun na is

added to a stem, only a final a can be influenced by the

addition. Then it always changes to long clear a, as in the

following instances:

"a' p a (what) + n a become together "-d p d' n a (what of it),
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while k&hdAd'hB.n (being, state, condition)

has been formed out of the stem "a da (be exist).

By adding na to the word the original vowels appear again

with their former quantity and quality : kaAa'dahannS.

Final a always becomes short a , when immediately followed

by a word; surd a when by the suffix kan. Thus

•a' pa + "itu are pronounced together or •'d'^a-h-ttu

(what is that?); "ada + kan = "adakan (cause to be).

In rapid speech the final is entirely dropped, when im-

mediately followed by a word with initial ••.

The last quoted example would then assume this pronun-

ciation: 'd'^itu.

In all syllables of a word preceding the stem a has the

same fugitive character.

Thus the words:

saka'h" (once, very) and papampM'wan (woman) are

usually pronounced s'kah* and p/jampMwan.

This is especially the case when a prefix containing a. is

followed by a stem commencing with 1 or />, as in:

k'lambw (curtain)

s'lwman (a fruit like the pambwtan)

pVono" (bruised)

bVaskat (depart, leave).

Long a only occurs as a final in an accented root-syllable.

In genuine Malay words it is rather rare. We hear it in:
A

ka^a' (ape)

•as a' (single, one)

In crying or calling the final syllable being protracted and

pronounced with much stress, it is only natural that every

short final a can assume then the character of a long one.

Thus the sellers of toasted pwlut and its sauce called s&p-

6
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kd'yS,, paddling about in their boats on the KSpwoas river

at Pantfyd'na" (West-Borneo), can be heard crying every night

puliit pangan sa,/jkayaa'!

Interchanging of a and i may be noticed in words as

cancan = cz'ncan (hack, chop), pacAA =z pz'caA (bro-

ken to pieces) etc. , with shift of accent. The forms with

a however seem to be better.
A

Spelling. Malays represent a and a by dlif, if they do it

at all; very often they do not. The same inconsistency is

reigning here as in the case of surd a and clear a.

"a'sa (hope) might be found spelt with the same letters
A

as »asa' (one), thus: Lu,(.

In European transliterations a is sometimes seen represented

by i, denoting a short surd i (Engl, pit), f. i. in Sintang , and

Singkawang (places in West-Borneo) , in our transliteration

:

s an tan and sank a' wan. Compare intah in Crawfurd

meaning "^anta'/i (possibly); indah meaning -^anda^.

4) i — I. — The equivalents given in the table of vowels

sufficiently illustrate the pronunciation of this vowel, which

perhaps is heard in all languages of the world.

In a Malay stem the long type only occurs before p, when

this opens the root-syllable ; then short clear i is only possible

when the stem is doubled (see p. 83). Thus it is heard in:

sfpam (shed, irrigate), but not in

siyan (day-light, noon)

Of course in crying or calling a shift of accent may
convey a change of quantity. Thus the word kfpf (left)

would be heard as k^'/J^'! when cried at the top of one's

voice. This remark is applicable to all vowels (kas«2/a'n!

as an exclamation: poor fellow etc.; '^aduA, tuwa'n! alas,

my Lord!).
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kf/iim (send) -}- ^S'li becomes:

ki pima,n (something sent, a present)

with short clear i's and shift of accent, but as soon as the

accent is thrown back to the original syllable, the original

quantities appear again:

Aikt pimi"n& (he or she sent (it) to him or her).

In kipa-kip^ (reckon, estimate; approximatively) the first

member of the compound alters the quantity of its i in rapid

speech.

Short clear i always ends a syllable, except before a final

s in a root-syllable. But then it is only heard when the first

stem-syllable does not contain a.

Thus clear short i's are heard in:

md'nis (sweet) and t«pts (thin), but a short surd i in

ka/)fs (kris, dagger).

Short clear i never changes its nature or quantity by the

addition of a suffixed syllable. Sometimes it interchanges

with surd i, when an otherwise open stem ending in i be-

comes closed by a hamsah, f.i. h&pt interchanging with

h&pi'^ (compare 1. — *.)

Tpt^i (cheek) + na becomes

p«p«na (his or her cheek).

Spelling. It is mostly indicated by ^, but the long and

short vowel are seldom distinguishable in the written

language. Therefore it is a mistake to suppose that Malays

always mean a long i when writing a yd. Very often too a

y is meant where ^ is spelt, as in Arabic.

5) i. (surd). — This vowel too is well-known in European

languages, though it is not so common as the preceding one.

Nevertheless it is very often mispronounced in Malay. In the

dictionary of v. d. Wall f. i. stpih (betel) is written sireh
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denoting a pronunciation as sip eh in our transliteration. The

author of that rich lexicon was a German in the Dutch Colonial

Service and must have had some V7ell known peculiarities

of speech proper to most representatives of his nation.

The surd i is indeed lacking in most of the German dialects
;

neither does it exist in some Flemish dialects. In English

itself some people regularly replace it by the clear type of

the vowel, saying h?t in stead of hit. A final y written

in words as poetry, daisy etc. sometimes represents i (clear),

sometimes i (surd), though the former pronunciation seems

to be in the inferiority.

In Malay surd i is only heard in closed syllables, before

all finals except s, before which it is only heard when the

syllable containing it has the accent. In this case the syl-

lable cannot contain clear i.

"When one of the suffixes "an and "i or '"an -f- fi^ is

annexed to a stem containing a root-syllable with surd i,

this must change , because surd i is not possible in an open

syllable. It must change to short clear i, except before p,

the only case where it can become long clear i, for this is

but possible before that consonant (compare i). Thus

hd'hik (good) becomes

hd'hiki (de good to; repair);

s^ndi/) (mock, deride) becomes

sindf/ian (mockery, jest); but from

'^dhip (water) is derived

'kahdhi' pd^n (water-logged).

When however the pronoun n§, is added to the already

lengthened word the original quantities of the vowels is

restored: sindiV^nfla (his or her mockery, jests).

Spelling. If they wish to denote a surd i by a character,

Malays make use of a ya. But the same character may re-
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present a clear i, as I already observed in the preceding

paragraph. Thus kS/Jis is met in this spelling

while tzp«s is represented thus:

QuMijJS etc.

6) e — e (clear). We must be careful not to confound the

pronunciation of this vowel with that written in EngUsh

with the same letter. But it is not sufficient to call that

pronunciation „continental", or „Italian" (Swettenham f. i.)

,

for the vowels expressed by e in the Italian words velo or degno

are different from that represented by the same sign in new etc.

The vowel denoted in the last example by e is exactly

Malay cleai: e (long).

But the long type is rather rare in the language. Much

more frequent is short clear e. The former however has more

equivalents in Enghsh — we may identify it with what is

written ea and a in the words bear and care — while the

short vowel is more properly comparable with the unaccented

final written with the same letter in Spanish, Portuguese

or Italian {padre, arte, came etc. in all three). It is a vowel

lying very near to short surd i as in the English word

kitchen, though it is not quite identical with it.

The long vowel has not quite double the length of the

short one. Analogously with long a, long e has about one

and a half „mora".

In a single stem the long vowel only occurs in the first

syllable before a single consonant; except before k or n:

besan (word denoting the relationship of a married

couple's parents)

pe'Ian (a sort of vessel)

me'/) a A (red).
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A long clear e in the first stem-syllable is only compatible

with short surd a, a or surd u in the second, the two latter

cases being rather rare. We observe it in:

be'ta (talk, chat familiarly; respectful pronoun of the

first person sing)

be'lut (perfidy, sedition etc.).

It nevers changes its nature nor its quantity, even when

there is a shift of accent:

kabesa'nan (the state of being besan), with,

d«-me'^ahi"na (he or she made it red), without

shift of accent (compare Accent).

A short clear e in the root-syllable only occurs as a final

or before a final h, but in the former case the first syllable

must contain the same short vowel, in the latter a long

clear 6 ; when in the first stem-syllable , the root-syllable must

either contain a short clear o; or, if not, always commence

with a double consonant (nasal + cognate consonant) or single

n followed by a surd a. Compare clear o for the cases where

this vowel is possible in the root-syllable.

The following examples may illustrate these two cases:

\}8\eh (can, may)

t&\eh (look around or behind)

td'reA (notch, carve)

le'le (a fish)

and pale'le (a peculiar long boat)

•e'kop (tail)

, c ale do" (creech, be abject or base)

Ma&h (lazy, in different)

Pale'mbafi (name of a place in Sumatra)

pa;entaA (order, government)

Neither the short nor the long vowel ever occur outside a stem.

Short clear e never changes its nature; when in the root-
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syllable its quantity is raised to that of the long vowfel,

whenever one of the suffixes "^ a n or * « or the pronoun n a

is added to the stem containing it. Thus in:

di-papdle'na (got by him or her), derived from the

stem ''oleh (compare 2—h), and in: pa/jole'yan

(what is got, one's livelihood), from the same stem.

Spelling. The long vowel is regularly indicated by yd,

meaning y after fathah, so that besan is written as if it

were baysan or baysan.

The short clear vowel is sometimes not indicated at all,

sometimes we meet it in the same rendering as the long one.

E. g. the above ho'leh is written : &iyj or xjJjj.

In European transliterations the short vowel is often

rendered by i. Thus Klinkert in his dictionary, i. v. etc.

7) e (surd). — Perhaps the vowel heard in the word said

is the best equivalent in English of the Malay vowel heading

this paragraph, but the latter seems to be a little shorter.

The German word brett given in the table (pag. 6), the Dutch

word pret, and the Itahan sensa contain the same vowel

represented by the same letter.

It is always short and never occurs outside a stem. When

occurring in the root-syllable, the first syllable always shows

the same vowel or , if not , ^ or surd o. Thus we observe it in

:

c6ncen (steal away like a dog)

»61en (doubled: toss, roll as a ship)

cab 6" (curl the lips in contempt)^).

A root-syllable with surd e is always closed; but never

1) Therefore can get (saucy, foppish), giTen by Crawfurd, Klinkert and v. d. Wall

represents the Javanese pronunciation; in Malay it is caigiA or ciingiA (com-

pare Marsden who gives cJlni, a wrongly heard cingiA).
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by h, when the first stem-syllable has a long clear 6. In the

first stem-syllable surd e can only be heard, when the root-

syllable is closed and contains a surd o (compare rule for

surd in root-syllable).

Thus we hear it in:

d^iikol (= te'lop, indistinct in utterance, inarticulate)

jo6ne/} (speak incongruously, foolishly)

»^je«^ (mock, deride).

Surd e only changes its nature and quantity when the

suffix *an is added to the stem; otherwise it never suffers

any alteration.

In the former case it becomes long clear e when occurring

in the root- syllable, except before n or k, short clear e,

when in the first stem-syllable. So

pa,lete'/)an (volubility, chattering)

is derived from

\€t&f (be talkative, voluble)

But from the stem lamb 6* (weak, enervated; soft) we
derive: kalambe'kan (weakness etc.).

Surd e is now and then found interchanging with surd a. So

na/i^n = na,p6n (indignant).

Spelling. It is usually confounded with long or short clear

e when expressed in writing, but very often wholly neglected

as the other short vowels. C^ce/> and lambe* are to be

found in this spelling:

^.^Ua. or w^.^u». or even

y^^ and wusvj^

jj.x*J or ^^ or ^3aJ
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Labial class.

8) u — u. — This vowel is very common in the language

,

ranking in frequency immediately after a and a. "We can say

it bears quite the same aspect as what in English is written

00 when before an r {poor, moor etc.)) never assuming that

clearness of utterance audible in the vowel of cool or truth.

In Dutch and German, though less appropriately, we might

compare Malay clear u with the vowel heard in hoer (D. peasant)

and uhr (G. a watch), in French with that of pour (for), in

Span., Ital. or Port, with the first vowel pronounced in cura etc.

There is a considerable difference between the vowel alluded

to and that of the Enghsh word truth; but Europeans very

often confound it with that ').

The long type has not exactly double the length of the

short one, we may say one and a half, as the other long

vowels.

Long clear u only occurs in a stem, never outside of it.

It always precedes p.

In the root-syllable it is only possible when the a stem

is lengthened by the addition of "an or •'i (see surd u).

Examples

:

bM'/)Un (bird)

1m' /JUS (straightforward; undisturbedly, smoothly)

Is-v! p&n (less; fail)

The short vowel in a stem exclusively occurs:

1° in the root-syllable when open; then surd u is im-

possible , e. g.

k«bM (fortress)

'k.uiu (louse)

1) In the table of vowels pag. 7 ^ool" has to be replaced by „poor".
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2° in the first stem-syllable except before p (same examples).

Outside a stem-syllable we only observe it in the words

mentioned in — a. It is not compatible with e , e , o or o in

the root-syllable.

Long clear u never changes its nature; in rapid speech

its length is reduced to that of the short vowel, when the

accent undergoes a shift by the addition of kan, ''an, *? or

na or by doubhng the word; the short vowel never changes

in any way.

So: kw'/JUn (cage, after-cabin) makes

k w' p M n a n (something as a cage, a cage) and kwpwnan,

kupa-ku' f& (tortoise) and kwpa-kit'pa.

Spelling. Long and short clear u are both written with a

waw (.), perhaps the latter less frequently than the former;

when not represented by that character it is not expressed

at all.

So \u' pun (way, road) is spelt c ^J and c.;J, bwsu"

(rotten , foul) L*^ or ^«j or (J-w^ or
^Jj.*«»j.

9) u (surd). — This vowel seems to be the most difficult

of all to the European mouth. It is either confounded with

short clear u or with short surd o; the latter mistake being

the most general. So it prevails in the dictionary of v. d. Wall

and in that of Marsden (burong, busong etc.). In Enghsh or

Dutch a similar vowel is hardly traceable, in German it is

heard in the words butter, futter, dumm ; in French we might

compare it with the pronunciation given to the Latin ending

um (geranium, album etc.).

In Malay it is only heard in closed root-syllables, never

in any other syllable.

Thus we observe it in:
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tS/Jiis (right through, through, from one side to

another)

k^pu/) (hme, chalk) i)

tabu/) (scatter, sow)

tdkut (afraid; fear)

bwbup (pap)

si'mpul (knot)

ke'/)uA (deviating, false)

Surd u in the root-syllable is not compatible with o or o

in the penult of the stem.

It changes its nature and quantity when "an or H is

annexed to a stem containing it; but its quantity only before p

:

katakiitan (afraid, frightened)

tdhu' pan (what is sown);

when na is added surd u becomes clear when preceding

a final h in the original stem:

tMbwna (his or her body) from twbuA.

By the addition of two suffixed syllables the vowels resume

their original quantities, but u becoming short retains its

nature

:

tabwpdnna (what he or she has sown).

Spelling. It is very often neglected in Malay spelling, some-

times however we see it indicated by a common .. Thus

pS,/)ut (womb, belly) is written

t~>ji and *:yj.ji or even ^yoLs.

In European transUteration it is frequently represented by

0, which leaves undecided ,. whether o, o, o or 5 is meant.

Probably in most cases it means a short surd o; for Ea-

ropeans usually confound this with short surd u in speaking

Malay or other Malay. Pol. languages. Perhaps a similar cause

1) Though the word is found in Sanskrit (karpura) and Arabic (k&fur) in the

sence of „Camphor" (Malay: kapuf B<?pus), it seems to be genuine Malay.
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has to be assigned to a certain queer phenomenon in Malegasy

spelling (everj'where o where m or u is meant).

10) — 6 (clear). — This vowel has never the pronuncia-

tion of what in English is written o or oa in cosy or boat.

The designation „Italian" or „ continental" is therefore inexact,

for the vowel in those words might very well be called

so though wholly different from that heard in the English

words: bore, more, boar. This being quite identical with the

second vowel in the Dutch and German word verloren (lost),

exactly represents the Malay vowel.

The long vowel has perhaps one and a half time the length

of the short one; never double the length as f. i. in German.

The short o is comparable with the final vowel heard in the

Spanish and Italian words: cabo, capo; in the Portug. toro

(a peculiar coat worn by servants, Bat. Mai.) we have both

the long and the short type.

In a stem not lengthened by the addition of any syllable

short clear o is only heard 1° in a closed root-syllable, 2°

in the penult before a double consonant or h; in this case

the root-syllable must have a surd a, 3° in an open-

root-syllable when the penult has the same vowel (a rare

case).

The only possible finals after short clear o are those gut-

turals and nasals as occur in that function: h, ", p, n, n

and m. Thus we may observe short clear o in:

ta/>on (egg-plant, solanum melongena)

baio'm (not yet)

Id' poh (put)

icUioh (fall)

te'no" (look)

taioV (egg)
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kabo'n (garden, plantation)

pohon (tree)

j oh p (name of native state in Malaka , Johore)

bo'nka^ (uproot, discharge etc.)

komban (an insect)').

'"o\o-h-6lo (make fun, mock) ^)

A root-syllable containing o must be preceded by a penult

containing &, a, e or o (see examples). Besides, when that

root-syllable is closed by a nasal the penult can only have

a, when by "^ the penult must contain short clear e, when

by h the penult cannot contain but a.

In an unaltered stem long clear 6 is only heard in the

penult.

Both the long and the short vowel never occur outside

a stem.

Examples of long clear 6 follow here

:

to' la* (push forward etc.)

*d'pan (man, human being)

so'^a" (sporiasis, a skin-disease)

"6' I eh (by, get, in: pa/)o'M).

The penult of a stem containing long clear 6, the root-

syllable always begins with a single consonant and, when

open (a rare case), can only have a, when closed (the usual

case) only o, e or a:

so'ga (a tree with medicinal bark) ').

Neither short nor long o ever change their nature; o in

the root-syllable retains its length when "an, n or n& are

added to a stem containing it, only short o changes by such

1) So dondd. given by v. d. Wall and Klinkert in their dictionaries cannot be

correct: it should be banda (royal mother etc.).

2) The word is given as olok-olok in v. d. Wall's and Klinkert's dictionaries

this woold imply ~ pronunciation as *-olok-olc, which is absurd.

3) Perhaps a foreign word (Sanskr.?)
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an addition to long o, tapd'wz (put on or in) from tdpoh.

Spelling. In spelling Malays mostly indicate d by ^, sup-

posed to follow a fathah, as in Arab, identifying 6 and aw.

As to the short vowel we find it sometimes expressed in

the same way, sometimes not expressed at all. So:

Jdho/) will be found in the following spellings:

jSb^ or ^y^ or ^yoys-

11) (surd). — Dutchmen seldom find any difficulty in

pronouncing this vowel: it is that heard in their words:

pot, lot, bod. In German, French and other Roman langu-

ages it is equally well-known, while Swedish, Danish and

Russian also afibrd abundant material for a comparison. In

Enghsh however an equivalent seems wholly lacking, words

containing equivalents in some European languages may be

mentioned here : Germ. : 6ott
,
posse ; Swed. och , ndgot ; Ital.

:

ponte, ogge; Span.: sol, norte; Russ. : oht,, htot. etc.

In Malay it is always short.

"When occurring in a root-syllable , the penult of the stem

containing it , must have the same vowel or a ; when in the

first stem-syllable the root-syllable always contains the same

vowel or surd e.

Examples: boAon (lie; false)

ba/ikatokato"'' (cackle, as a hen), from stem

kat6*

sombon (proud, arrogant)

komen (unnaturally smaU in size, an animal,

hermaphrodite etc.),

kopet (narrow, a passage etc.),

kopQ'^ (dig with something sharp),

toke" (a large house-lizard making this sound).

Consequently a word as to!pom (implied by the spelling
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adopted in v. d. "Wall's dicty. etc.: tarom) is impossible in

Malay. As a is pretty well always correctly observed, we

may conclude that only the root-syllable is incorrect, and,

surd u being usually heard as surd o by Europeans , while

clear o in the root-syllable is never heard before a nasal,

when an a-sound precedes, so we are authorised to admit

that the word is really sounded as ta'pum. Indeed it is.

In the same manner we are able to reconstruct a great

many words about whose real sound the dictionaries do not

give sufficient information availing us of the given rules.

A root-syUable ending in p can only be preceded by a

surd 0, when not opened by h 2° when the penult contains

the same vowel. So tag op is impossible, tago'p would be

possible , but does not exist : the word meant in v. d. Wall's

and Khnkert's dictionaries should be tagup.

A root-syUable ending in li can only contain o when the

penult has the same vowel.

In order to avoid mispronunciation of all words written

with in the root-syllable , of which some are to be sounded

with clear o, some with surd u, and others with surd o, I

give here a list of words containing surd o in the root-syl-

lable with a in the penult. Knowing the rules for clear o and

surd u there is no danger for an incorrect pronunciation of

aU the rest written with o. AU of them have the accent on

the root-syUable (see Accent).

kapc^ (make a scrubbing noise, scrub)

kapofi (word for denoting a clattering sound, as nuts

in a box)

kato^ (knock etc.; katii* does not exist)

kapc^ (cylindric vessel, made of bark for rice etc.)

kapoA (fuU, filled with)

kabo'' (goblet)
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kalo'-kale" (make all sorts of pretexts)

pankoh (tighten, straiten)

papo-papoA (padlock)

jano" (look out with the head put forward, from a

window etc.)

jaHol (appear partly, f. i. the head first)

jagon (sailroora)

jaloh (a tree with medicinal gum)

jandol (not flat; knobbed; rough, a gem etc.)

cako^ (pour a liquid, a medicine in one's throat)

cako^ (a medicinal plant)

calo*" (feel or grope in a hole etc.)

danc (word for denoting a sobbing sound as one

kicked etc.)

t&noh (to low, bellow)

tanko* (neck etc.; no taaku")

lake (a hollow, cavity)

lankc (bent, bowed)

laco* (sound of one treading in hmy mud etc.; no

lacu*)

lapoA (blister caused by burning etc.)

sakot (charms used by thieves)

sapo*" (a measure for rice)

sapo* (handle indifferently)

pa/)o* (put away carelessly)

pando* (metallic sheathing of a kris)

baco* (a fish)

bato* (burnt by a caustic; a small fish).

N.B. Monosyllables follow the rules of root-syllables.



ACCENT.

In a single word. — Malay accent is not to be identified with

that in English, Dutch or German. A peculiar feature of it

is its lack of stress. Therefore it is difficult to inexperienced

ears to make out on which syllable of a word , expeciaUy a

polysyllabic word , the accent lies. In the mentioned European

languages the syllables immediately following and preceding

an accented syllable are pronounced very rapidly and there-

fore indistinctly ; nay , in Enghsh even the entire rest of the

word, if polysyllabic, is sometimes neglected in that manner.

The first time I heard an Englishman pronounce the word

„governor" I only caught one syllable of it, the accented

one: the word sounded in my ears as „gov"! In Malay both

syllables of a stem, are pronounced with nearly the same

stress. The antepenult however, when immediately preceding

an accented syllable, is somewhat indistinct in sound. So

kaU'lia (around) etc. In a stem the accent lies on the

penult, .except when this contains a.

A stem lengthened by one suffix or particle used as such

undergoes a shift of accent towards the new penult, when

the accent originally lies on the penult of the stem. So:

p«'pz (cheek) + Qa is pronounced p^px-na etc.

But we must be careful not to make the new penult longer

1
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than the precedihg syllable. Even when the root-syllable of

a stem lengthens its vowel by the addition of a suffix the

accent does not become more audible by it ').

When the accent lies on the root-syllable, the penult,

though pronounced with less stress, yet maintains the full

quantity of a short syllable (consonant -f short vowel). So

the penult of bai^n (spotted) is quite as long as that of

hilaa (count). It would be very un-Malay to pronounce the

former blan. This however is a common mistake among

Europeans, especially those of the Germanic race. The skipping

long and short, up and down of their speech is as disagree-

able to Malays as the placid and well-equilibrated utterance

of Malays to Europeans. To them our manner of speaking

seems nervous, ergo uncivUised as denoting lack of self-

restraint, whUe theirs sounds duU in our ears.

In a sentence and in compounds. The remark we made in

the above paragraph about Malay accent in a word might

be repeated here concerning the accent in a sentence.

Used in a sentence prepositions and conjunctions are the

only words that entirely lose their accent in rapid speech.

The word on which the attention is chiefly drawn by the

speaker is put forward or an emphasizing particle is used

after it; some times both proceedings are simultaneously

in practice. So l-dh denotes a wish or an assertion, ka^
asking, tah impatience

, jpww repetition or antithesis.

The accent in a sentence in Malay can be compared with

1) The particles la A, kaA and ta.h, though written, by Malays as suffixes (con-

nected with the word preceding) really are not ; k a n , mostly written in the same

manner, influences the accent as a suffix; of course the preposition ^akan, pro-

nounced fSkSn (without accent) in rapid speech, constantly confounded with it

in writing, never causes any shift of accent.
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that in French, but then accent means stress or rather, as

it is here, lack of stress: it •would be far from the truth to

reckon difference of tone under that designation : that is con-

siderable in French, insignificant in Malay. I repeat it:

Malay speech is dull. The peculiar „singing" tone used by

some Batavian natives in speaking Malay is a Sundanese

practice, strange to genuine Malay.

In a compound a word only gives up its accent, when

the original meaning of the composing parts is lost sight of.

Thus mata (eye) + hop« (day) meaning together „day",

are pronounced: mat a' pi

d Mw a (two) + » a 1 a' p a n (something taken away) are

sounded together:

dala'pan (eight, i.e. twice a taking away from ten).

Likewise

:

b a' 1 a y (hall) + P ^w a n (appartment) become b a 1 e'lO u n,

as we already saw before;

b Mw a t (make do) + * a' p a (what) give l>a t d' p a (how)

bd'pan (goods, thing, something) + k a' 1« (time, turn):

b p a n k a' h" (perhaps)

;

ma'ta (eye), doubled: mata-ma'ta (spy, detective).





STELLIWGEK

I.

Kdsih in de beteekenis van geven is Maleisch.

II.

De vreemde letterschriften zijn eene belemmering voor de

studie der Mal.-Pol. talen ; rationeele transscriptie is wenschelijk.

III.

Er zijn in het Maleisch verscheidene Hindustani woorden.

IV.

De benaming „subjectief-passief" voor de verba met voor-

gevoegd ku en kaw in het Mai. is onjuist. Dit zijn geen

passieve vormen.

V.

De bestaande Mai. woordenboe'ken zijn zeer gebrekkig, zoo-

v?el voor uitspraak als voor kritische woordenkeuze.

VI.

De Maleische woorden kSday, suiah, suni en pdda

(op, in enz.) zijn oorspr. Mal.-Pol.
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VII.

't Mai. kMl^^s komt niet van 't Eng. cabbage, maar van

het Portugeesche couves.

VIII.

Het grondwoord als verbiim opgevat heeft een perfectieve

beteekenis, waaruit zich later ook de aom^beteekenis ont-

wikkeld heeft; terwijl de vorm met praefix en neusklank een

imperfectieven zin heeft.

IX.

De Maleische spelling geeft een slecht beeld van de ware

uitspraak der taal, eveuals de z.g. htteratuur eene onjuiste

voorstelling geeft van het taaleigen.

X.

Maleische verhalen bevatten dikwijls zinswendingen en uit-

drukkingen, die op Arabische wijze gedacht zijn.

XL

i^oj,, dat in 't Madureesch als 't Javaansche irj,umTjnA^rj(un

enz. optreedt, is gelijkwoordig met si, invidualiseert dus als dit.

XII.

De benaming „accidenteel-passief" is minder juist: 't is

een perfectief-vorm , die wel eens, evenals het grondwoord,

eene aorist-beteekenis kan hebben; maar slechts passief is

in zeker verband.
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XIII.

De Mal.-Pol. formatieven '•a, ha, ga, ra, ]a, ca, sa, da,

to, la, na, ba, pa en ma met hunne bijvormen waren oor-

spronkelijk demonstratieven , waarvan sommige in 'tMaleisch

later praeposities zijn geworden.

XIV.

Ten onrecbte verandert Prof. Niemann in Bloemlezing I,

biz. 60, r. 13 het ^^Ksm der handschr. in Jio.

XV.

In KancU (Palmer v. d. Br.), biz. 17 r. 8 meet in pi. v.

XVI.

lb. biz. 21, r. 11 in pi. v. \iKnas:<mimH\ \ «T)(joi(miKT)^\.

XVII.

Het Mai. woord pa|oamp?*«fian is in beteekenis te ver-

gelijken met het Skr. bharya.

XVIII.

Het Mai. en Jav. woord jam (uur) is Hindustani jam; het

Perz. jam — glas gaf geboorte aan de beteekenis Moh (oor-

spronkelijk =i het Fransche cloche = bel). Vergelijk loncen in

't Maleisch.
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XIX.

De consonanten voorgesteld door «« en mi in 't Jav. beant.

woorden niet aan de dentale d en „linguale" d in 't Sanskr.,

vooral de laatste is zeer verschillend van «j.. In 't Jav. is de

eerste der beide voor den Nederlandschen mond het moei-

lijkste, in 't Sanskr. de laatste.

XX.

De definitie der verschillende taalsoorten in 't Jav. , zooals

die door T. Roorda gegeven wordt, is te beperkt.

XXI.

De partikel aSi voor Jav. pla'atsnamen wisselt dialectisch

met oS af en heeft dus daar de beteekenis van een demon-

strativum en geenszins die eener praepositie.

XXII.

De Arab, leanwoorden met den vrouwelijken uitgang x'

worden in 't Maleisch soms uitgesproken , als ware die uit-

gang Sih, soms ook at, daarin overeenkomende met de uit-

spraak aan die woorden in 't Perzisch en Hindustani gegeven.
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